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Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry was used to study the real urinary stones and the 
results were compared with those from commercially available urinary calculi organic compounds 
and minerals. Organic urinary stone components like uric acid and cystine were clearly identified by 
their respective protonated molecules [M+H]
+
 and deprotonated molecules [M-H]
-
. With TOF-SIMS 
analysis we clearly distinguished between uric acid and its sodium/potassium urates. The mass spectra 
of cystine stones were compared with those measured for the standard compounds, cystine and its 
monomer cysteine. Similar spectra were obtained for the stones and cystine. The most important 
identification was based on the existence of the protonated molecules [M+H]
+





















 ions. The calcium phosphate stones were recognized with the presence 
of aforementioned ion peaks for calcium oxalate along with additional phosphate containing ions. 
Moreover, the phase identification of calcium phosphates was achieved in the positive SIMS mode on 








 peak ratios. We also quantified the calcium phosphate (up 
to < 3%) in the human calculi containing calcium oxalate as major or minor component, which is of a 
great interest for medical community, and the reliable phase identification of calcium phosphates also 
has potential application in bio-implant technology.  
Struvite (NH4MgPO4.6H2O) stones, also known as infection stones due to their association with urea-









. We also observed uric acid, sodium/potassium urates, apatite 
[Ca10(PO4)6(OH,CO3)] and tri-calcium phosphate [Ca3(PO4)2] in struvite stones.      
In our studies we also identified unusual components namely calcium formate Ca(HCO2)2, metabolite  
of vitamin B6 (4-deoxypyridoxine 5-phosphate) and iodine in three human stones. 
Last but not least, the VG Ionex TOF-SIMS instrument used for this new application was upgraded 
which enables us to perform extensive experimental work for this study and for plentiful collaborated 
work published and being prepared for publications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Since its early days SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry) has been extensively used 
for material characterization. Applications of SIMS have included the study of metals and 
semiconductors and, more recently, of oxides and other nonconductive samples. The potential of 
SIMS for the study of biological samples is now being explored. The advent of time-of-flight 
SIMS (TOF-SIMS) has brought increased power to the technique with a virtually unlimited mass 
range, high mass resolution and the advantage of the low dose of primary ions needed to obtain 
spectra from quasi-non destructive surface. Therefore, TOF-SIMS is now being used not only to 
provide elemental (including isotopic) and molecular composition in a range of industrial 
materials, but also for the characterization of an increased number of biomaterials. For instance, it 
was used for biological structure investigations [1, 2] and the study of the distribution of inorganic 
elements in the cells such as calcium, magnesium and boron [3]. Recently, we employed TOF-
SIMS for the characterization of MgO–ZrO2 mixed metal oxide nanoparticles [4] catalysts and the 
catalysts supported on Fe3O4 [5-7]. 
Secondary ion mass spectrometers developed in the mid-80s still remain the right tools 
for applied and fundamental research because of the quality of vacuum and analytical parts. 
However, these machines are equipped with old-fashioned electronics and in many cases, lost the 
operational technical support because the manufacturing companies moved to the newest 
productions or were closed down. We will briefly discuss the modernization and upgrading of 
data acquisition and control system of a TOF-SIMS VG Ionex IX23LS (Burgess Hill, UK) [8] 
making this instrument suitable for qualitative and quantitative analyses of real urinary stones. 
1.1 Urinary calculi 
The generation of solid stones inside the kidney (nephrolithiasis) and the ureter 
(urolithiasis) is an increasing danger to human health. These concretions (calculi) usually arise 
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due to the breakdown of a delicate balance in the body. Renal stones are common in western 
industrialized countries, whereas bladder ones are rather occasional. Worldwide, about 10% of the 
population is affected by this pathology at some stage of their life with the maximum incidence 
occurring between the ages of 20 and 40 [9].   
The prevalence and incidence of nephrolithiasis are reported to be increasing across the 
world. These increases were seen across sex, race and age [9]. The pathogenesis is still unclear. It 
may be due to aspects of dietary intake, including the quality of drinking water. It may also be due 
to an inherent metabolic disorder of the patient, such as association of cystine stones with 
cystinuria. Nephrolithiasis is one of the most painful illnesses, because of the mechanical 
irritation of the stones on the urinary tract tissues. Severity of pain depends upon the size and 
surface roughness of the stone and varies from patient to patient. The ureteral stone passage study 
[10] shows that patients with ureteral stones <10mm undergo spontaneous stone passage (with or 
without medical therapy) while most of the patients with stones >10mm require surgical removal 
of the stones followed by preventive treatment against recurrence. The selection of treatment to 
prevent recurrence, which is about 50% [11], depends upon the chemical composition of patient’s 
stone [12]. 
The chemical composition of urinary calculi is quite different; these can be composed of a 
variety of organic and/or inorganic substances. The main groups of urinary stone components 
include: 
 Inorganic crystalline substances: calcium oxalates, calcium phosphates and magnesium 
ammonium phosphates. 
 Organic crystalline substances: uric acid, urates and purine derivatives. 
 Cystine and arginine. 
 Organic non crystalline substances: protein, matrix stones, blood coagulum. 
 Artifacts, falsifications. 
A majority of kidney stones are calcium stones, with calcium oxalate and calcium 
phosphate accounting for approximately 80% of all kidney stones, about 10-15% are Struvite 
stones, occurrence rate of uric acid is about 5-10%, cystine is not that frequent with less than 1%, 
but it is important because of the high recurrence rate without metaphylaxis (measures to 
minimize or eliminate an expected occurrence) and rest are other components [13].    
The management of stones found in humans requires a combined clinical and surgical 
approach. In general, severe obstruction, infections, intractable pain and serious bleeding are 
indications for the removal of a stone. Considerable progress has been made in the investigation 
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of the formation of urinary stones, attempting to identify promoting and inhibiting factors in their 
growth. However, extensive interdisciplinary studies are required in order to correlate the calculi 
composition with the pathophysiology of illness. A better understanding of the physiochemical 
principles underlying the formation, promotion and inhibition of calculi needs more accurate 
information on their chemical content. Imprecise chemical analysis can lead to wrong planning of 
their treatment and of ways to stop their reoccurrence. 
The compositional analysis of urinary stones is an important requirement for a successful 
management of the disease, which implies not only a proper evaluation and treatment, but also 
prophylaxis to prevent recurrence, which is impossible without knowing the composition of the 
urinary stones involved.  
1.2 Current analytical approaches 
Currently, several chemical and physical techniques are available for the investigation 
and routine analysis of urinary stones. These techniques include: wet/dry chemical methods[14] 
although obsolete but still practiced, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy  but it may produce 
complex spectra resulting from the interference of known biomaterial with unknown substances 
[15,16, 17] common in such complex natural samples, X-ray diffraction but it is unsuitable for the 
analysis of amorphous substances such as carbonate apatite [18 ,19], scanning electron 
microscopy  [18] but the material in urinary calculi is also prone to irradiation damage during 
electron microscopy , laser induced plasma spectroscopy [20], X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
[21], thermal decomposition suited for a few types of kidney calculi such as Struvite [22], X-ray 
absorption near-edge spectroscopy with synchrotron radiation [23] and micro-computed 
tomography [24,25]. However, only Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and X-ray 
diffraction are the methods recommended by the European Association of Urology (2011), 
although, these techniques have also some limitations, which are beyond the scope of the present 
study.  
1.3 Thesis overview 
In this work we have used time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) 
for the analysis of urinary stones as it is a well-established and widely applied surface analytical 
technique equally suitable for organic and inorganic materials. 
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Although TOF-SIMS is an acknowledged technique for biomaterial investigations, to the 
authors’ knowledge there has been no report on its use for the investigation of human calculi 
(except authors´ own recently reported work [26-29]). The aim of this work is to demonstrate the 
applicability of TOF-SIMS for the identification of various inorganic and organic species in 





 ions (in the case of organic calculi) and fragment ions (in the case of 
inorganic stones) makes TOF-SIMS suitable not only for routine analysis, but also for the 
identification of trace elements, and imaging of such samples. Let us briefly describe chapter wise 
the scheme of this comprehensive study. 
In the following chapter (2) we will briefly describe the fundamentals of secondary ion 
mass spectrometry; sputtering of organic and inorganic materials, ionization of sputtered materials 
based on the ionization models. And finally different modes of SIMS analysis and some usefully 
methodologies to characterize the sample from the SIMS measurements e.g. constructive-SIMS 
(C-SIMS), a new methodology proposed in this work for molecular structure revelation. 
In chapter 3, we will discuss the working principle of TOF-SIMS; mass analyzer, ion 
sources. The instrumental description will also be presented including the upgrade of the TOF-
SIMS instrument made in the framework of the present study, especially the data acquisition and 
control system designed and developed. New ion source tungsten tip wetting (with liquid metal) 
methodology under ambient conditions will be presented. Finally, the presently used sample 
preparation techniques will be discussed, especially from the powder samples. We will propose a 
new sample preparation method for the non-conducting powders which is always considered to be 
a challenging task to produce good SIMS results. The sample prepared by the proposed technique 
gives very good molecular ion yield even without any charge compensation.            
In chapter 4, the analysis of organic calculi (uric acid, sodium/potassium urates, cystine 
and cholesterol) will be presented [26-28]. The results will be compared with that of reference 
chemicals for the classification. The classified stones will be further compared within same class 
for different individuals. In this study we clearly identified uric acid, and cystine form their 
protonated [M+ H]
+
 and deprotonated [M-H]
-
 molecules. The organic salts like sodium urate were 
identified by the more intense sodiated uric acid peaks as compared to protonated uric acid. 
Cholesterol stone was recognized through its most abundant ion peak at m/z 269 [M-OH]
+
. The 
absence or presence of any additional components was also identified, e.g. metabolite of vitamin 
B6 was identified in urate stone [27]. 
In chapter 5, the results of calcium oxalate stones will be presented, we clearly identified 
calcium oxalate stones admixed with calcium phosphates and uric acid. We identified calcium 
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formate (CaH2C2O4) in one of the calcium oxalate stone [27]. The results of stones identified as 
core & shell as uric acid & calcium oxalate respectively and vice versa in stones of two 
individuals will be presented. Finally, in this chapter we will present the overall difference 
observed in the stones data by comparing with that of reference chemical resulting identification 
of calcium phosphate in all stones (100%) classified as calcium oxalate, although in some of them 
calcium phosphate was less than 10%. 
In chapter 6, the new method of phase identification for calcium phosphates will be 
presented. Only a limited number of authors have reported analysis of these important biological 
materials using SIMS as complimentary technique. But according to our knowledge, there are no 
publications on the SIMS quantification of these components, especially calcium phosphates and 
calcium oxalate forming approximately 80% of real human stones [13]. To correlate the chemical 
nature of the stones with appropriate medical diagnoses, the phase identification and 
quantification of calcium phosphates in calcium oxalate are of a great importance for clinical 
investigations because calcium phosphate contents could be a useful factor for the prediction of 
recurrence [30]. The quantification makes possible to classify the stones by knowing the relative 
contents, which is regarded as an important factor in general practice, especially in shock wave 
lithotripsy treatments [31].  
In the TOF-SIMS studies [32-35] of calcium phosphates, Chusuei et al. [34] and Lu et al. 
[35] used polyatomic and monatomic primary ions for the phase identifications, the relative 








 ratio for five out of six calcium phosphates were so close in pairs that they might be 
indistinguishable in real samples. In our study [29] using Ga
+
 as primary ions, we demonstrated 
clear phase identification both for pure calcium phosphates and in their mixture with calcium 
oxalate via proper selection of the characteristic positive secondary ions. 
In chapter 7, the TOF-SIMS results of struvite stones will be presented which will be 
compared with reference chemicals and with other stones classified as struvite. Again it might be 
interesting to state that no TOF-SIMS study on struvite urinary stones, geological samples, or 
standard samples was found (except the part of present study [26]). In our study we clearly 
identified the pure struvite stones, mixed with calcium phosphates, and urates. The only calcium 
phosphates we found in these stones were tri-calcium phosphate and hydroxylapatite. It might be 
interesting to state here that in this work we revealed that it is possible to recognize calcium 
oxalate from calcium phosphates present in struvite stones. We did not found calcium oxalate in 
these stones. Furthermore, association of Na
+
 with hydroxyapatite and K
+
 with struvite 
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components was also revealed statistically in 13 struvite stones which we have also confirmed in 
a single sample with micro-analysis TOF-SIMS chemical image mode.  
In chapter 8, we will briefly summarize the results of total 38 stones including two dog 
stones identified as struvite and cystine. We will also present our compositional statistical analysis 
to estimate the occurrence frequency of different urinary components from the stone formers in 
the population of Portugal. 
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2. SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) is the mass spectrometry of secondary ions 



















 etc. where n represents for number 
of atoms. The sputtered secondary particles are electrons; neutral species of atoms or molecules; 
elemental, molecular and cluster ions. The vast majority of species emitted are neutral (~ 99 %) 
but it is the secondary ions accounting for ca. 1% of sputtered species that are detected and 
analyzed by a mass spectrometer.  The resulting mass spectrum gives detailed chemical 
composition of the subject material. 
Time-of flight SIMS (TOF-SIMS) is a leading experimental choice of static SIMS that 
emerged as a technique of potential importance in surface science as a result of the work of 
Benninghoven and his coworkers in Münster in the late 1960s. The working principle is very 
simple and is shown in Figure 2.1. When an energetic (1-30 keV) beam of ions bombards a 
surface, the particle energy is transferred to the atoms or molecules of the surface at impact site. A 
cascade of collision occurs between the atoms and molecules in the target material: some 
collisions return to the surface and result in the emission of atoms, atomic clusters, molecules and 
molecular clusters; some of which are ionized in the course of leaving the surface. 
While the technique is apparently destructive, the essence of the static mode is to use an 




), such that the top surface layer of atoms or 
molecules do not receive more than one ion impact within the time scale of the experiment.  The 
spectral information arising in static mode is of representative of surface chemistry and can be 
exploited in many fields of applications. In addition to static SIMS mode, TOF-SIMS is now 
routinely used in imaging and depth profile modes. The mass spectrum is the essential part of all 
modes of operation. To interpret the SIMS results one should consider secondary ion yield, which 
depends on sputtering and ionization of sputtered material. Let us discuss these parameters 
briefly; details are available in literature [36]. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the SIMS principle. 
2.1 SECONDARY ION YIELD 
Sputtering and ionization are the basic processes in surface analysis by SIMS. More 
extensive details concerning the sputtering and secondary ion emission can be found elsewhere 
[36 and references therein]. SIMS is concerned with the analysis of secondary ions. Ionization 
occurs at, or close to, the emission of particles from the surface with the consequence that the 
matrix participates in the electronics processes involved. This means that the yield of secondary 
ions is strongly influenced by the electronic state of the material being analyzed consequently 
complicates the quantitative analysis.  The signal intensity of particular species is governed by the 
basic secondary ion yield equation (2.1) as follows; 
Im 
+
 =  IpYmα
+
Cmη      (2.1) 
Where Im is secondary ion intensity of species m, Ip is the primary particle flux, Ym is the 
sputtering yield, α
+
 is ionization probability of positive ions, Cm is the fractional concentration of 
the species m in the surface layers and η is the transmission of the mass spectrometer.  
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2.1.1 Sputtering of inorganic materials 
Sputtering of a target by energetic ions or recoil atoms is greatly reviewed by P. Sigmund 
[36, 37] based on the cascades of atomic collisions. The parameter characterizing the sputtering 
process is sputtering yield (Y), which is defined as the ratio of the average number of the ejected 
to the number of bombarded particles. The parameter Ym in Equation (2.1) is the sputtering yield 
and α
+
.Ym is the average number of positive ionic particles of species m, per primary ion impact. It 
also increases with primary particle mass, charge, and energy, although not linearly. Figure 2.2 
shows the energy dependence of sputtering yields of Ni by a variety of ions at normal incidence 
[38].  The target structure (crystallinity, texture), surface topography, beam-induced changes in 
both structure and topography, target temperature, and incident angle affect the yield. The 
threshold is not at the surface binding energy U (~3eV) but at a substantially higher energy. 
Typical threshold of the sputtering occurs at about 15–40 eV primary particle energy [39, 40] and 
yield tends to maximize with energy up to 50 keV. For lighter primary particles the maximum is 
Figure 2.2. Sputtering yields of Ni by different projectiles versus projectile energy. Also shown 
are values calculated using the transport of recoils and ions in matter (TRIM) Monte Carlo 
simulation program [3]. 
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reached at ca. 1 kev. Beyond this energy, yield drops away as the primary particles penetrates 
deeper into the solid and less energy returns to surface region. 
2.1.2 Sputtering of organic materials 
Sputtering is damaging process; consequently it is more difficult to measure sputtering 
rates for the organic materials. The sputtering yield of elemental carbon and nitrogen can be 
measured, but in static SIMS we are more interested in using the technique to detect and measure 
the chemical structure.  In sputtering of organic materials; atoms, structural fragments and 
molecules are removed from the surface resulting destruction of chemical structure within area 
from which these species are removed. In molecular materials, every impacted molecule will be 
significantly destroyed, whether complete molecule or small fragment of the molecule is 
removed. In polymer materials, the impacted monomer unit will be destroyed. Thus instead of 
sputter rate the concept of damage cross-section, Ϭ, has found to be useful. The loss of 
structurally important species from the SIMS spectrum as a function of accumulative 
bombardment dosage in time ´t´ is taken to be measure of increasing damage. Obviously the 
greater the damage cross section lesser will be the molecular ion yield. The relation between the 
secondary ion intensity (Im) of specie m and damage cross section ´Ϭ´ is as follows [36];   
Im= Ym exp(-ϬIp)      (2.2) 





 (or 1 nm
2
) from amino acid and other small molecules on the metal surface [41]. For 
elemental sputtering, secondary ion yields and damage cross sections for organic materials 
increases with primary ion mass, energy and increasing angle of incidence away from the normal. 
In recent years with the development of argon gas cluster ion sources at Kyoto University [42] 
molecular ion yield boost up compared to other polyatomic and cluster ion sources [43]. The 
enhancement in the molecular ion yield increase with increasing cluster size at same energy due 
to more gentle impacts on the surface resulting low damaging.  
2.1.3 Ionization  
2.1.3.1 Ionization of inorganic materials 
Ionization of sputtered secondary particles is strongly influenced by the electron 
exchange processes between departing species and the originating surface. Thus the electronic 
state of the surface is an important factor in SIMS. The secondary ion yield of elemental species 
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can vary by several orders of magnitude across the periodic table, and strongly depends on the 
chemical state of the surface that is called matrix effect i.e. the strong dependence of the 
secondary ion yields on the analysis conditions and on the characteristics of the target.  
Matrix effect plays an important role in SIMS quantitative analysis. The inconsistency of 
ion yields is the major problem as the surface composition changes. The same species will not 
have same secondary ion yield in different chemical environment, making direct comparison 
difficult among samples. The environment of a single sample can change during the analysis. As a 
result, differential removal of particles from the specimen can occur due to preferential sputtering 
[39]. Moreover, the probability of ion formation can vary as a result of change in the sputtering 
process due to ion beam damage and implantation of bombarding species as shown in Figure 2.3.   
 






 from the sample with Ca/Mg 
atomic ratio of 2.373 under Ga
+
 bombardment. Due to surface modification the ion yield of singly 
charged calcium (Ca
+
) increased while magnesium(Mg
+
) decreased, the decrease similar to 
magnesium was observed for doubly charged calcium (Ca
+2
)  [from the present work]. 
These variations in the ion yield are due to surface modification that can be explained on the basis 
of well known [36] modifications of electronic state of the surface by oxidation and cesiation 
commonly used for enhancement of positive and negative secondary ions respectively. Oxidation 







 etc) while cesiation can be achieved by bombardment with cesium ions or neutral Cs 
deposition of sub-monolayer coverage.   
In order to understand these useful surface modification effects and hence interpret the 
SIMS results, one has to consider some fundamental ionization models. Before we discuss the ion 
formation in organic materials let us first illustrate few common ionization models [44, 45]. 
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2.1.3.2 Electron Tunneling Model 
In the electron-tunneling model [45], the discrete electronic level of the sputtered atom 
interacts with the continuum of electronic states of the solid. The central feature of this continuum 
of electronic states is the Fermi level which separates occupied and unoccupied states. During the 
removal of the particle, while it is still in the vicinity of the surface, the atomic levels of the 
sputtered atom overlap with the electronic levels of the metal. The Fermi Level EF of the metal 
can be higher or lower than the atomic level after the sputtered atom has reached a certain 
distance RC from the surface, and therefore an exchange of an electron is energetically possible as 
shown in Figure 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4. Energy-level diagram for an atom or molecule characterized by its highest occupied 
(image-potential-upshifted) valence level I and lowest unoccupied (downshifted) affinity level A 
interacting with a metal surface. The lowering of the affinity level allows a Fermi-level electron 
from the substrate to tunnel into the atom/molecule thus creating a negative ion. This possibility is 
turned on at a separation Zc where the shifted affinity level coincides with the Fermi level [46]. 
The direction of the charge transfer is depending on the values of the work function Φ of 
the metal and the ionization potential I (or the electron affinity A, respectively) of the sputtered 
particle. A potential barrier between the electronic states inhibits the charge transfer, but tunneling 
of the electron to/from the atom is possible with a probability that is exponentially dependent on 
the distance where the energy levels become equal (determined by the work function Φ of the 
metal) and on the normal component of the velocity v⊥ of the sputtered particle (determining the 
time for interaction). The ionization probability for negative (P
-
) and positive (P
+
) ion formation 
can be described by following equations 2.3 and 2.4 for the tunneling of electron from the surface 
and towards the surface, respectively. 
P
-
 ∝ exp (-2∆(Zc)/ħ v⊥).exp(-(Φ-A)/ Ɛn)     (2.3) 
P
+
 ∝ exp (-2∆(Zc)/ħ v⊥).exp(-(I- Φ)/ Ɛp)    (2.4)
Where, ∆ (Zc) is a function describing the broadening of the atomic level at the distance 
Zc (Figure 2.5) when the Fermi level crosses the atomic level Ɛa. v⊥(Zc) is the normal component 
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of the velocity at distance Zc; Ɛp, Ɛn are proportional to the normal component of the velocity, and 
 is a characteristic length parameter. 
One way to make use of the exponential dependence of the ionization probability on the 
work function of the surface is to lower the work function as much as possible to enable charge 
transfer to the sputtered atom at low distances Zc. This increases the probability for negative ion 
generation by several orders of magnitude. It can be obtained by covering the surface with a sub-
monolayer of alkali metals, e. g. from a Cs sputter ion gun performing used for SIMS analysis. 
 
Figure 2.5. Variation of an atomic affinity level Ɛa with distance Z from a metal surface. Ɛa 
crosses the Fermi level ƐF at Zc, and approaches the free atom affinity level –A. As the atom 
moves away from the surface, the width Δ of the level decreases [46, 47]. 
From the equation (2.3) for P
-
, an exponential increase of the ionization probability with 
Cs surface concentration is expected. The probability (P
-
) decreases when all sputtered atoms are 
ionized or when the work function has reached its minimum value. For the emission of positive 
ions (eq. 2.4), a low work function can be detrimental. If for example a positive ion is leaving the 
surface, the first unoccupied atomic level can be lower than the Fermi level, making an electron 
transfer from the surface to the ion possible, which re-neutralizes the emitted ion. This is 
illustrated by the Cs
+
 intensity during Cs sputtering, which increases at low Cs coverage 
according to the increase in Cs concentration. As soon as the work function is lowered 
significantly, the Cs
+
 intensity decreases again. At this stage, re-neutralization starts to suppress 
the increase by high concentration and therefore sputtered Cs atoms [48, 49]. Typically, this is the 
case as soon as the work function is only about 0.5 eV higher than the ionization potential of Cs. 
Whether or not the under Cs bombardment is depending on the sputter yield of the target material 
at the given energy and angle of incidence, which determines the maximum Cs concentration and 
hence the minimum work function decrease of the positive ionization probability is observed with 
increasing Cs coverage  
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2.1.3.3 Bond Breaking Model 
For oxides (and halides), which are present on almost all elemental targets or can be 
formed by bombardment or chemisorption, the bond breaking model [50, 51] describes the 
ionization as a consequence from the breakup of an ionic or covalent bond. An electropositive 
atom leaving the surface is ionized by breaking its bond to another surface atom and leaving one 
electron behind. 
A very concise discussion of this model is given in the cited reference [52 and references 
therein]. The practical result of this discussion is an expected exponential decrease of the 
ionization probability with increasing ionization potential ‘I’. Electropositive elements in an oxide 
or halide environment will effectively be ionized by breaking the surface bonds, which is utilized 
when a surface is bombarded or flooded with oxygen to incorporate it into the altered layer. Thus 
the ionization probability for electropositive species is increased by up to three orders of 
magnitude [45]. Oxygen bombardment and/or oxygen flooding is extensively used for all kinds of 
materials. The sputter yield also depends on the degree of oxidation [53] resulting in a further 
influence on the ion yield. 
2.1.3.4 Recombination Model 
In contrast to the two models described above, the recombination model is specifically 
valid for cluster ions of matrix species with one or two Cs atoms originating from the sputter 
beam or presence of alkali metals in the target surface. Basically, the model assumes the emission 
of Cs
+





 cluster ions.  
Although the strong emission of these clusters has been known longer [54], their 
importance for some application like detection of rare gases [55] and the quantification of matrix 
compounds [56, 57] was recognized only in early 1990s. 
As already mentioned in electron tunneling model, a surface covered with a 
submonolayer of Cs emits Cs
+
 ions with a very high degree of ionization. This high degree of 
ionization is virtually independent of the matrix, since the work function is mainly defined by the 
Cs over-layer itself. Only if the Cs concentration becomes very high, the degree of ionization is 
reduced and becomes dependent on the surface concentration. 
The composition of the flux of sputtered particles from the target is representative of the 
concentrations in the bulk as soon as the sputter equilibrium has been reached. 
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The yield of cluster ions formed by combining Cs
+
 ions with sputtered neutrals should 





.Ytotal.CM. fMCs      (2.5) 
If at all, only a weak matrix effect is observed. Apart from fMCs (the formation probability 
for the cluster ion), all factors in eq. (2.5) are constant and rather well understood. For 
quantification purposes, the formation probability is assumed to be constant, and the yield YMCs
+
 
divided by the Cs
+
 intensity should be directly proportional to the concentration CM of M. 
2.1.3.5 Ionization of organic materials 
Secondary ion formation from the organic materials can occur by a number of 





polar molecules may undergo acid base reaction to form protonated [M+H]
+
 or deprotonated [M-
H]
±
 molecules; cationization or anionization of neutral molecules may occur. These processes are 
mainly relevant to molecular species, low mass fragments also provide important information for 
chemical structure determination, e.g. the molecules with OH terminals gives [M-OH]
+
 signals 
rather higher than protonated/deprotonated molecules. Ionization of these species probably occurs 
via collision cascade mechanism due to direct interaction with primary ion or energetic recoil 
atoms within the material. The exact location of these ionization processes is still mystery, but 
likely in the emission region within or just above the surface. Matrix effects (surface coverage, 
substrate) do influence secondary ion yields from organic materials, but they are generally not so 
marked as from inorganic systems. Ion yields from copolymers have been observed to be 
sensitive to identity of the components. Clearly cationization will be favored when suitable 
cations (Ag, Na, K, and Cs etc) are present in the matrix.  We will briefly discuss different types 
of ions formation from the organic and inorganic materials; details can be found elsewhere [36].  





The analyte molecule mass m can be directly derived from the protonated and 
deprotonated molecule observed. The formation of these molecular ions molecules strongly 
depends on structure of the analyte. The emission [M+H]
+
 is often surface coverage dependent. 
The protonated molecules are formed if analyte molecule contains basic groups. For 
peptide (polymers of amino acids), for example, the signal intensity of [M+H]
+
 is most intense if 
they contains basic side chains (-NH2). No protonated molecules are formed if peptide does not 
contain any basic side chain and additionally its N-terminus is blocked. In a few cases, the 
production of protonated ions is blocked for a sub-monolayer coverage e.g. fatty acids and 
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glycerol-monostearate. An intermolecular proton transfer is supposed to be responsible for this 
behavior, although a detailed understanding of the underlying mechanism is still unclear.  
Deprotonated molecules can be produced if the analyte molecular structure contains 
acidic groups (-COOH). All fatty acids show [M-H]
-
 emission. In contrast to the [M+H]
+
, the 
formation of deprotonated ions is layer independent. However, it is influenced by the substrate 




 complexes or by 
intermolecular proton transfer between adjacent molecules. 




 emission is strong, 
it is always worthwhile to tailor the substrate properties specifically in order to promote the 
respective ion formation. Gusev et al. for example, reported on the enhanced [M+H]
+
 emission of 





, and by loss of small functional groups 
These ionization pathways are distinctively influenced by the chemical structure of the 
analyte molecule and, generally, are only seldom observed in SIMS experiments. However, they 
can be the only pathway in thick layers. 




 occurs mainly out of pre-formed states, for example if the 
molecule contains N
+





observed by the loss of functional groups if such groups can easily be cleaved. For example, 
glycerol and cholesterol forms [M-OH]
+
 ions by elimination of hydroxyl (OH) group, and signals 
of these peaks are intense that other molecular ions in neighboring m/z range.  
2.1.3.8 Cationization by Alkali metals [M+alkali]
+
 
If the surface of analyte molecules is bombarded with ion beam of Cs
+
 or if alkali metals 
like Li, Na, K, or Cs are present in the vicinity of analyte molecules under ion beam 
bombardment, [M+alkali]
+
 are formed by attachment of  molecule with these alkali ions, we 
observed such ion for uric acid sample as shown in Figure 2.6.  The formation of alkali attached 
ions is also dependent on the chemical structure of the analyte molecule. It can be observed if 
analyte molecule contains basic groups or free electron pairs. In contrast to the [M+H]
+
 formation, 
which is also correlated with the existence of basic groups, the [M+alkali]
+
 formation normally do 
not depend on the coverage of the organic material on the metal support. 
Most of the materials which show cationization with alkali metals can also be 
cationization by the metal substrate when prepared as monolayer on the metal substrate. 
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Figure 2.6. Positive TOF-SIMS spectra from the uric acid sample. Neutral Cs was deposited prior 
to analysis [from author´s own work]. 
2.2 Characterization of samples from the SIMS measurements 
The fundamental unit of information of SIMS is the mass spectrum; material can be 
characterized directly from the experimental spectrum by assigning the observed peaks to analyte 
component or after some treatment on the experimental data to achieve better level of 
presentation.  
2.2.1 S-SIMS 
The mass spectrum from the inorganic samples resulting fewer peaks, are characterized 
by the presence of their elemental peaks as well as from the few polyatomic peaks resulting in the 
combination of different species present in the molecular formula of the analyte surface.  In case 
of unknowns, libraries search is useful to compare with known compositional spectrum.  In 
contrast in organic samples immense number of peaks arise in S-SIMS spectrum which is due to 
the formation of different kind of heavy ions comparable to mass of the analyte molecules as 
discussed before so called molecular ion peaks. These ions give direct identification of molecular 
species present in the surface, beside these main peaks some peaks are the direct fragment of the 
analyte molecule and in majority are those peaks arise due to the rearrangement of different 
fragments sputtered and surface degradation. The relative intensity of the molecular ion peaks and 
direct fragments highly depends on the many parameters already discussed e.g. primary ion mass, 
and energy etc. resulting from different plasma temperature at impact site. Based on this physical 
fact I.S. Gilmore and M.P. Seah proposed a method to extrapolate the mass spectral intensities at 
low plasma temperature called gentle SIMS (G-SIMS) intensities. This procedure makes the mass 




















uric acid (mol. wt. 168)
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spectrum more simple comprising only main characteristic peaks fewer than respective S-SIMS. 
We will briefly describe this procedure in the following section; details can be found in literature 
[58]. Based on this method two spectra are acquired at two different energies, or different primary 
ion species, or both of these favorable parameters. In this study, we proposed C-SIMS 
(constructive SIMS) that is based on the damage cross section which is much simpler than G-
SIMS and gives relative intensities of characteristic ion peaks corresponding to initial surface 
conditions by eliminating the ion beam damage effect incorporated in S-SIMS. 
2.2.2 G-SIMS 
As we discussed above the identification of a material from the static SIMS spectra is not 
straightforward especially in organic materials. Mainly this is achieved by pattern recognition and 
comparison with library spectra. These patterns may change significantly for different ion beam 
species and energies with large number of ion peaks with quite different relative intensities. A 
method called G-SIMS was proposed [58] to reduce the large number of peaks in the static SIMS 
spectra produced by excessive fragmentation but to leave those peaks of ions which are more 
clearly diagnostic of the material. This method leaves those fragments ejected from the surface 
characterized by a low surface plasma temperature the state where only unreconstructed 
fragments are observed.  As a result, the spectra are less complex, contain more structural 
information and are simpler to interpret. In general, G-SIMS spectra more closely look like 
electron ionization mass spectra than S-SIMS spectra. To retain useful intensity using a 
monatomic ion species, the ratio of the intensities, Ix
+
( E2), for low energy E2 to those at high 
energy, Ix
+
( E1)., gives a factor,  Fx . This term is related to the effective surface plasma 
temperatures Tp1 and Tp2, since Tp1 and Tp2 are of a quite similar magnitude where Tp2 is less than 
Tp1 by very small value of ∆T to extrapolate the mass spectrum (E1) to further lower surface 
plasma temperature of Tp2-∆T one can use Fx
2
. Thus, one could use Fx
13
 or some high power to 
deduce the result at a significantly lower surface plasma temperature than that relevant to any of 
the recorded spectra, where 13 is the gentle index. Additionally mx, the mass of emitted fragment 
was also introduced to further enhance the natural fall in the intensity with mass due to the 




      (2.6) 
Where Ix is the experimentally measured intensity at m/z =mx using gentle index of g. We 
will explain its usefulness in real analytical sample provided by Dr. Manoj to confirm the 
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presence of cysteine on Fe3O4-cysteine catalyst. It might be interesting to mention here that 
catalyst was previously used in the application reaction.  
Two S-SIMS spectra were acquired using Ga
+
 as primary ion source operating at 14 keV 
and second with 10 keV, fixed extraction potential of +5 keV was applied to sample. The 
integrated intensities with m/z ± 0.5 were divided by the total intensity of all peaks in the mass 
range of 0-250 and multiplied with 100; the resulting % intensities of two spectra are shown in 
Figure 2.7 and 2.8 respectively.  
 
Figure 2.7. Static SIMS spectrum from Fe3O4-cysteine used catalyst acquired at Ga
+
 impact 
energy of 9 keV [from present work]. 
To calculate the gentle factor (Fx), the respective % intensities in spectrum shown in 
Figure 2.8 were divided by the intensities of spectrum shown in Figure 2.7. The resulting Fx is 
shown in the scattered graph in Figure 2.9, the points corresponding to cysteine direct fragments 
and protonated molecule are indicated in the graph with respective m/z.  
 
Figure 2.8. Static SIMS spectrum from Fe3O4-cysteine used catalyst acquired at Ga
+
 impact 
energy of 5 keV [from the present work]. 
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Figure 2.9. scattered plot of the respective intensity ratios of Fe3O4-cysteine spectra at 5 keV to 9 
keV using Ga
+
 ion beam with fixed extraction potential of +5 keV applied to sample [from present 
work].  
The gentle SIMS intensity was obtained using equation (2.6) with g-index 2. The 
resulting G2-SIMS is shown in Figure 2.10 with identified ion peaks of cystine along with the 
main matrix elemental peak of Fe
+
 (m/z 56). Ion peak assignments are based on the similar 
samples reported elsewhere [5, 28].  
 
Figure 2.10. Positive ion G2-SIMS of Fe3O4-cysteine spectrum, corresponding S-SIMS is shown in 
Figure 2.8 [part of present work].  
2.2.3 C-SIMS (Constructive-SIMS)  
Proposed constructive SIMS (C-SIMS) is based on another physical parameter ‘damage-
cross section (Ϭt = Ϭ.t)’. This technique can be used to produce characteristic ion signals 
intensities corresponding to initial surface conditions. In S-SIMS, the intensities of the major 








 etc.) and structural 
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fragments decreases exponentially as function of accumulative dosage i.e. the total damage cross 
section (Ϭt) at any time ‘t’. Thus the ion yield equation (2.2) of specie m can be rewritten as; 
N(t1) = N(t0).exp[-(Ϭt1IP)/qA]     (2.7) 
N(t2) = N(t0).exp[-(Ϭt2IP)/qA]     (2.8) 
Where N(t0), N(t1), and N(t2) are the ion yields of specie m at time t0, t1 and t2 respectively, 
IP is the primary ion current, q is charge on bombarding particle and A is the raster area. As all 
parameters on the left hand side of the equations are constant (constraint of proposed constructive 
SIMS) except the total damage cross Ϭt1 and Ϭt2 corresponding to low and high damaged surface 
at t1 and t2. By dividing eq. (2.7) with (2.8) will give following relation 
N(t1)/N(t2) = exp(K.∆Ϭ)     (2.9) 
N(t1) = N(t2).exp(K.∆Ϭ)     (2.10) 
Where K = IP/qA is experimental constant and ∆Ϭ= Ϭt2 - Ϭt1. By knowing the value of ∆Ϭ 
one can extrapolate the ion intensity of that particular specie corresponding to theoretically further 
low damaged surface. The value of K.∆Ϭ can be easily calculated from the experimental data. Let 
us illustrate with an example. 
We prepared sample on Al foil using reference chemical powder of arginine (mol. wt. 
174). The molecular structure of arginine contains four NH2 and one OH group. As we have 
already discussed the organic compounds containing basic –NH2 give protonated molecules, and 
compounds containing OH group give [M-OH]
+
. When we analyzed this sample using Ga
+
 ion 
beam bombardment we observed the said expected ions, the intensity of protonated arginine 
molecules [M+H]
+
 was much higher than   [M-OH]
+
. We collected a series of spectra from the 
same area and sum of the intensities of principal ions for each spectrum observed at m/z 18, 43, 
59, 60, 70, 87, 100, 130 and 175 was plotted (Figure 2.11) as function of time (i.e. relative total 
damage cross section) along with calculated intensities using following equation 
N(t) = 84067. exp(-0.00069s
-1
t)     (2.11) 
Where, the constant ‘N(t0)=84067’ is the extrapolated total intensity of the selected 
arginine characteristic ions from the surface if each pulse of primary ion hits a surface with null 
total damage cross section (intact surface). We call this intensity as constructive-SIMS intensity. 
The contribution of each characteristic ion in the constructive-SIMS intensity is quite diverse 
depending upon the sensitivity of each ion to surface modification during spectral acquisition. For 
the present sample protonated arginine [M+H]
+
 observed at m/z 175 has highest sensitivity 
compared to its other characteristic fragments which is obvious in the selected ion peaks plot 
shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.11. Experimental and extrapolated total intensity of arginine characteristic ion peaks. 
[present work].  
The intensities of all ions observed in the mass spectrum can be extrapolated to lower 
surface damage resulting more intense intact molecular and structural species compared to 
rearranged fragments created during sputtering. The resulting spectrum gives higher signal 
intensities of molecular species compared to S-SIMS spectrum and represents very well the 
analyte organic molecules initially present on the intact surface. For arginine sample we observed 
decrease in the intensity of fragment ions observed at m/z 59, and 87 while increasing trend was 
observed for the ion peaks at m/z 60 and 70 up to certain time and then started to decrease. 
 
Figure 2.12. Intensities of selected peaks (m/z 43, 59, 60, 70, 87 and 175) of arginine sample as 
function of time (surface damage), and the ion peak of m/z 27 is mainly from substrate (Al).  
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The constructive-SIMS is more simple than G-SIMS, it requires two spectra with same 
experimental conditions (primary ion specie and energy) from the same sample area. As for as G-
SIMS is concerned, every SIMS instrument facility does not have two analytical ion species, so 
only option left is to acquire spectra at two energies. To operate the primary ion source at two 
energies while controlling all parameters is also quit complicated and needs more expertise and 
most of the time source instability occurs. 
The two consecutive mass spectra of the arginine sample acquired from the same area are 
shown in Figure 2.13 and follow up in Figure 2.14. We have clearly seen the decrease in the 
protonated molecular peak at m/z 175. To calculate the constructive factor Fx we divided the 
integrated intensity of the each ion peak of first spectrum (Figure 2.13) by respective ion peak of 
second spectrum (Figure 2.14), these values were then plotted as function of m/z as shown in 
Figure 2.15. The corresponding constructive factor has highest value for protonated molecules as 
compared to [M-OH]
+
 and its other fragments. 
 
Figure 2.13. Positive ion TOF- SIMS mass spectrum (1) from arginine sample acquired at Ga
+
 
impact energy of 9 keV using data acquisition time of 5 minutes. 
 
Figure 2.14. The follow-up TOF- SIMS spectrum (2) using same conditions from same area 
[present work]. 
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As we observed in Figures 2.13 and 2.14, with same experimental parameter conditions 
the intensity of the characteristic peaks also changes in the two spectra acquired one after other 
from the same area. This is mainly due to damage cross section; resulting in decrease of intact 
molecules mainly due to rearrangement or recombination of the surface species (surface 
modification) under ion beam bombardment. This will decrease these species in the follow-up 
spectrum while enhancing the fragments produced by rearrangements is expected.  
Using the constructive surface factor (Fx), the resulting C-SIMS intensity is derived from 
the following equation;  
IC-SIMS = Iexp.Fx     (2.12) 
Where Iexp is the experimental intensity of respective ion peak.      
 
Figure 2.15. Ratio of positive ion intensities from spectra shown above acquired form arginine on 
Al substrate with impact energy of 9 keV Ga
+
 [present work]. 
The enhancement in the intensities of intact fragments and protonated molecules of 
arginine is evident in C-SIMS spectrum (Figure 2.16) by extrapolating the experimental ion 
intensities observed in Figure 2.13 to more intact surface corresponding to constructive factor Fx. 
The resulting intensity of protonated arginine molecule is comparable to its other fragments. The 
fragmentation scheme is shown in Figure 2.16.  From these demonstrations we can conclude that 
the organic samples can be clearly identified by using C-SIMS by sufficient suppressing of all the 
fragments against the molecular species and loss of intensity in S-SIMS can be recovered. 
The modern TOF-SIMS instruments are also used in chemical imaging and depth profile 
modes; here we will describe briefly the principle of chemical imaging and depth profile.  
Although, depth profile results will not be presented here, author exploited this mode in a 
collaborated work using this instrumental facility on diamond like coatings and multilayer 
structures [59-63]. Detailed descriptions of SIMS applications can be found in literature [36]. 
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Figure 2.16. C-SIMS spectrum, corresponding TOF-SIMS (spectrum#1) shown in Figure 2.13 
[present work].  
2.2.4 Chemical Imaging 
The spatially resolved chemical composition of a specimen is obtained by digitally raster 
scanning the focused primary ion beam of very small spot size (typically in nanometers) over an 
area of interest. A complete mass spectrum is obtained at each pixel of the raster area. The 
required acquisition time can be few minutes to several hours depending on the total number of 
pixels and the acquisition time/pixel e.g. for image of 128x128 pixels with 50 ms/pixel requires 
13 minutes and 39 seconds. After the data acquisition, particular ion or combination of ions can 
be selected and their distribution of intensities is mapped as function of their position (X, Y). The 
topographic maps of the sample surface are generated from the ion induced secondary electrons 
(similar to scanning electron microscope) or from the total secondary ions emission which are 
very useful to interpret the chemical images. The topographic images are also used to focus the 
ion beam at particular area on the sample surface. 
2.2.5 Depth Profiling 
Usually in static SIMS only sub-monolayer amount of material is removed from the 
sample. In this case, the total area that is damaged by the ion beam after the analysis, which is the 
sum of the microscopic areas damaged by each ion impact, is below 1 % of the selected analytical 
area. If an additional high current ion beam is applied together with the pulsed ion beam, the 
sample is continuously eroded and the intensity of the masses of interest can be displayed as a 
function of the depth in a depth profile. For several years, the performance of conventional 
computers has been sufficient to store the time-of-flight for each secondary ion detected, together 
with the lateral coordinates of the corresponding primary pulse, in a raw data file. This file stores 
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the full information of the measurement and opens up a wide variety of post-measurement data 
treatment routines to be applied in order to retrieve the maximum amount of information from the 
data (retrospective analysis). 
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3. TOF-SIMS instrumentation and sample preparations 
In this chapter, very briefly we will discuss the working principle of SIMS based on time 
of flight spectrometer on which the analytical work of the present study was carried out, and the 
instrumental upgrading will also be presented which is considered to be a backbone of the success 
of present project as well as plentiful collaborated work published and is being prepared to be 
published. As sample preparation from materials of unusual shapes (e.g. powder, wires etc.) is 
considered to be a challenge to produce good SIMS results, a very simple new sample preparation 
technique from powder inorganic and organic materials will be presented.  
3.1 Principles of Time of Flight-SIMS  
Since the first results from TOF-SIMS instrument based on Linear TOF analyzer reported 
in 1981 by Chait and Standing [64], a number of mass analyzer were proposed and instruments 
were built on those proposed designs. The purpose of all novel developments was to improve the 
quality of results in terms of resolution and performance of the analytical technique. Despite 
diversity in the design of mass analyzers, fundament principle is same which is quite simple 
although the implementation is quite complex.  
The working principles and plentiful applications are described in comprehensive book 
on TOF-SIMS [36], and in the review articles [65-67]. 
Secondary ions mass spectrum generated from a single pulse is the fundamental of a 
TOF-SIMS instrument. The mass m of each ion with charge q is measured via its time-of-flight, 
generally the time taken by the ion (Figure 3.1) from the departing surface sample to detector, and 
is described by following equation (3.1).  
t= L (m/2qUa)
1/2 
     (3.1) 
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Where L is the length of analyzer and Ua is a common acceleration voltage applied to 
pulse of secondary ions. Since all parameters on right side of the equation (3.1) are constant under 
applied experimental conditions except the mass of secondary ions in the single pulse, which 
implies that the flight time of secondary ions is proportional to square root of their masses, 
providing a simple equation for time to mass calibration as follows, 
t=a+b(m)
1/2
,   or  m= [(t-a)/b]
2
       (3.2) 
Where the constants ´a´ and ´b´ can easily be measured from the known mass peaks in the 
TOF spectrum, a typical TOF-Spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1. Positive ion TOF spectrum from molybdenum surface [present work] 
The quality of mass spectrum depends on the mass resolution provided by the analyzer 
which is defined by the primary pulse width ∆tPI, the energy distribution leading to a flight time 
difference ∆tSI for different ions of the same mass and the uncertainty of the registration system 
∆tstop-start, defined by following relation; 
m/∆m = t/2∆t        (3.3) 
Where  








     (3.4) 
Since the secondary ions are generated with an energy distribution “∆E” of some eV 
width for organic species and tens of eV (1-100) for atomic secondary ions, ∆t
2
SI dominates the 
mass resolution if no means of energy focusing is applied. A number of energy focusing 
techniques are used to achieve mass resolution of up to 10000 for organic and inorganic species. 
However, we will describe here Poschenrieder analyzer of medium resolution used in the subject 
state of art instrument. 
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3.2 The Poschenrieder analyzer 
An energy-compensating TOF analyzer consisting of a single electrostatic analyzer (ESA) 
was proposed by Poschenrieder [36]. One specific analyzer system of single toroidal ESA with 
deflection angle of 164.4º and two drift regions of equal length of 2.37R0. The general geometry 
of the system is indicated in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2a. Illustrates the focusing properties of the analyzer. An image of the source is projected into the 
centre plane of ESA and from there to detector. In other words, the system projects a stigmatic image from 
the sample to the detector. Electrostatic lenses can be employed to improve the angular acceptance of the 
system. 
The energy focusing of Poschenrieder analyzer is illustrated in Figure 3.2b. Secondary 
ions of different energies disperse along the spectrometer axis in the drift region to ESA. When 
travelling through the ESA, the ions of higher energy penetrate deeper into the sector field than 
the low energy ions. At symmetry axis, the high energy ions have reached the longest part of their 
flight path and now “behind” the low energy ions. On the way to detector, the spacing between 
high and low energy ions decreases until they reach a time focus at detector. 
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Figure 3.2b. Illustration of energy compensation of slow (blue) and fast (red) ions of same mass departing 
from the same spot at same time normal to the sample surface. 
This relatively simple TOF analyzer system has demonstrated moderate mass resolution 
in SIMS. The mass resolution of 500-2000 has been reported by J. C. Vickerman and co-workers 
[68] depending upon the optimizing experimental adjustments. 
Parallel Detection of all Masses 
The most exciting feature of TOF analyzer is its capability of so called “parallel” ion 
detection. Because ions of different masses arrive at the detector sequentially, each pulse of 
primary ions generates a full mass spectrum of the surface, although the intensity in a single pulse 
spectrum is very low. Usually, only a few secondary ions are generated per primary pulse 
depending on the current density. Secondary ions of all masses are collected in parallel and the 
spectrum is accumulated from many primary pulses. This feature of TOF-SIMS together with the 
high transmission of the analyzer (typically ca. 10% compared to 1% in quadrupole mass 
spectrometer [68]) and the low background due to the single ion counting allows very high 
sensitivity for surface species.  
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3.3 Primary ion sources 
There are mainly three types of ion sources being used in SIMS instruments as primary 
bombardment particles; Liquid metal ion sources, gas ion sources, and surface ionization ion 
beam sources. Here only the liquid metal ion source and gas ion source will be described briefly, 
details can be found elsewhere [36], since these are used in the equipment under description.   
3.3.1 Field emission Liquid metal ion source (LMIS) 
The most versatile ion source used in TOF-SIMS instruments are the liquid metal ion 
sources of gallium, gold, indium and bismuth.  Of these, gallium is the most frequently used.     
The typical assembly of gallium LIMS is given in Figure 3.3. This source comprises of a 
reservoir for storing a metal to be ionized and needle electrode to which the metal is fed from the 
reservoir to the tip of the needle through small pits formed by the chemical etching procedure of 
tip production.  The Figure 3.3 shows the source in place with an annular extraction electrode (⌀ 
1.5 mm) close to the tip of the needle. 
 
Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of gallium liquid metal ion source along with electrical connections (left) 
[69, 36], Ion source assembly of MIG 300PB ion gun (right). 
The source is normally mounted on an insulating mounting inside the ion gun source 
housing and is connected to positive high voltage source (0-30 keV) with floating heater circuit to 
drive the filament. 
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When the extractor has a potential typically in the range of -5 to -10 keV relative to 
source, an intense electric filed is setup around the tip of the needle. In the resulting electric force, 
Ga
+
 ions near to the tip move forward, while electrons travel back down the needle. This results in 
the liquid metal extending to form a cone. The electrostatic and surface tension forces are in 
equilibrium when the cone has a half angle of 49.3º. This is known as Taylor cone as shown in 
Figure 3.4. Following the formation of the Taylor cone ion emission can start from the cusp at the 
apex and source moves into a state of dynamic equilibrium with a constant flow of ion current 
from the tip. The emission site is as small as 10 nm in diameter and so the tip of the cone forms a 
virtual point source. Hence the LMIS is a bright source capable of delivering high current density 
into small spot. 
 
Figure 3.4. Simulation of a Taylor Cone [70] (Flow Science Inc). 
Stability of ion beam depends on the balance between the electrostatic forces and surface 
tension of the metal surface. Gallium is particularly suitable material for this type of source 
because of favorable properties and also its low melting point (29.8ºC).  Gallium ion source can 
generally be run at room temperature, however, when operation is continued at room temperature, 
one can lose ion stability due to dynamic equilibrium disturbance of feed of gallium from 
reservoir to the apex of the needle. 
Gallium ion source is also called work horse in SIMS, due to good stability and 
consistency in operation as well as relatively simple servicing compared to high mass reactive 
sources (indium, and bismuth and gold). These high mass species ion sources offer better 
secondary ion yield as compared to gallium, but they have relatively large melting points. Gold is 
very attractive primary ion specie for mass spectrometry; unfortunately its higher melting point 
(1064ºC) and tendency to vaporize in vacuum make it difficult material to use in LMIS. 
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3.3.2 Gas ion source 
In this type of ion beam systems, gaseous elements are used to generate ions with 















 (generated from SF6). This 
type of ion gun is easy to operate and generates roughly focused beam of high current. These ion 
beam systems are often used for etching in dynamic SIMS applications. 
A plasma source generally produces ion beam of high brightness. The duoplasmatron 
shown in Figure 3.5 is the chief example of gas ion sources. The simplest form of this ion source 
consists of a hollow cathode, an intermediate electrode and an anode mounted coaxially.  
Gas is leaked in through gas inlet with opening at the base of cathode. When a current is 
applied between cathode and anode, arcs form between cathode and intermediate and between 
intermediate and anode. The plasma in the later space is further intensified by a magnetic field 
parallel with the axis which confines electron orbits close to the axis. As this plasma protrudes 
through a small aperture in anode an extraction field captures ions from it. In modern TOF-SIMS 
instruments these beams are generally used for etching rather than as analysis beams as the LMIS 
are better suited to applications requiring high lateral resolution. 
 
Figure 3.5: Schematic of duoplasmatron source [36] 
In contrast to these conventional gas ion sources, gas cluster ion beams (Figure 3.6) has 
potential application in secondary ion mass spectrometry. For example, SIMS depth profile of 
biological samples and enhanced secondary ion yield was reported in comparison with C60
+
 
cluster ion beam [43]. A new technique developed at Kyoto University [42] is now being used to 
produce low energy (<100 eV/atom) high-intensity gas clusters of average size 10,000 
atoms/cluster. These gas clusters are produced when a high pressure gas (ca. 10 atm. pressure) 
expands into a vacuum (ca. 10-5 atm). The gas expands adiabatically and cools then condenses 
into clusters. Much effort has been made to increase beam currents of gas cluster ion, such as 
Arn
+
. More than 1 mA of cluster beam current has been reported with typical acceleration voltages 
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of 20 kV [42 reference therein]. This new ion beams provide many opportunities to realize novel 
surface modification, such as a GCIB (gas cluster ion beam) assisted thin film deposition [42 
reference therein], surface smoothing [42 reference therein] etching without inducing roughness 
or damage [42 reference therein], and ultra shallow ion implantation [42 reference therein]. One 
of the key phenomenons of cluster impact is low energy effect. As each atom in the cluster ion 
shares the total acceleration energy, an ion beam with ultra low energy of several eV/atom can be 
easily realized. For instance, when the total acceleration energy is 20 keV and the cluster size is 
2000 atoms, each atom in the cluster has only 10 eV/atom. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Gas cluster ion source [42]. 
3.4 VG IONEX TOF-SIMS instrument 
In the past two decades, advances in SIMS application have stimulated the development 
of novel instrumentation with time-of-flight or magnetic sector mass analyzers. However, such 
state-of-the-art SIMS equipments are very expensive, making it affordable for a limited number of 
university laboratories and research centers. Simultaneously, the development of “low-cost” 
MiniSIMS by Millbrook [71] proved unsuccessful due to the poor analytical characteristics of this 
machine. Custom-built installations based on commercially available mass analyzers and ion-
beam sources along with bolt-on SIMS are reasonably priced instruments as compared to standard 
SIMS; quite a few quality applied and fundamental investigations have been carried out using 
these instruments [72, 73]. 
An alternative approach consists in upgrading the SIMS equipped with old-fashioned data 
acquisition and control system, but possessing both vacuum and analytical facilities of acceptable 
quality. 
The modernization of  IX23LS TOF-SIMS developed and manufactured by VG Ionex 
(Burgess Hill, UK) in the mid-eighties [74, 75] was achieved as part of present work [8]. Let us 
describe the current state-of-the-art and main features of present developments.   
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The schematic diagram of an upgraded TOF-SIMS VG Ionex IX23LS is shown in Figure 
3.7 and its main features are briefly summarized below. The instrument was assembled as a fully 
bakeable ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system composed of three stainless steel vessels isolated from 
each other by UHV gate valves and evacuated using Edwards EO4 diffusion pumps with 
polyphenyl ether pumping fluid and incorporating CCT100 liquid nitrogen cold traps. Throughout 
the course of the experiments the pressure in the analytical chamber is maintained at the level of 
(0.5–1) ×10
-7
 Pa. The duoplasmatron ion-beam column possesses two differential pumping stages, 
and the liquid–metal ion gun is equipped with an auxiliary 30 ls
-1
 ion pump to reduce the oxygen 
pressure in the source‟s region. The vacuum system did not undergo any major alterations, only a 
resistance heated evaporator with a replaceable Cs dispenser by SAES Getters (Milan, Italy) was 
mounted in the preparation chamber.  
 
Figure 3.7. Schematic view of the upgraded TOF-SIMS VG Ionex IX23LS [8]. 
Positive and negative secondary ions are analyzed and detected using the energy-
compensated mass spectrometer consisting of a 164.4◦ Poschenrieder-type analyzer [76, 78] with 
a flight path of 2.26 m [75] and newly installed ChevronTM MA detector assembly with two 
microchannel plates by Photonis (Sturbridge, MA, USA). Extraction of the secondary ions is 
performed along the normal to the sample surface applying ±5 kV to the sample holder; the 
distance between the sample surface and extraction electrode is situated between 5 and 10 mm. 
Typical mass resolution is 500 (full width at half maximum) and mass range is 0.5–1000 Da. 
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A liquid–metal ion gun MIG 300PB is used as a source of primary ions with an incident 
angle of 60º to the surface plane (excluding the change of the ion-beam direction due to the 
accelerating-retarding electric field in the space between the sample surface and extraction 
electrode). At present, this gun is fitted with a gallium field emitter operating at up to 30 kV; the 
schematic diagram of the primary ion beam column is shown in Figure 3.8.  
 
 
Figure 3.8. Ion beam column of MIG 300PB ion gun. 









 isotopes, octupole stigmators and scan rods. For continuous beam 
with the maximum size aperture a sample current of 30 nA is obtained. In pulsed mode, auxiliary 
internal deflector plates chopped the ion beam producing 5–50 ns pulses with a maximal 
repetition frequency of 20 kHz. We repaired this ion source time to time by mechanical cleaning 
procedure used by SIMS community; we received the details from John Watts (Surrey University, 
UK).  We also investigated a new procedure of wetting freshly prepared tip from the tungsten 
wire (⌀ 0.25 mm) and will be described later in this chapter. 
SIMS depth profiling is carried out in the dual beam mode [78] using a DP50B 
duoplasmatron gun by VG (East Grinstead, UK) for the controlled removal of the sample 
materials. This gun operates with a hollow “cold” Ni cathode producing 1–10 keV O2
+
 ions with 
the incident angle of 60º to the sample surface. The ion-optical column contains 3 lenses (two 
condensers and a focus), a Wien mass filter with external magnets and scan quadrupoles. The 
analysis and sputter ion beams are interlaced in the course of depth profiling. At first, 12–20 keV 
Ga
+
 pulsed beam is used to perform the analysis with ±5 kV extraction potential applied to the 
sample. Then, during 2–5 s the sample potential is decreased to zero, and then, a 2–8 keV O2
+
 
continuous beam of 100–150 nA and 30–50 nm spot erodes the  sample surface. Usually, the 
sputter beam is scanned over an area of 250 µm ×250 µm, and the analysis beam is directed 
towards the center of the sputter crater. During the delay and sputter period low-and 
nonconductive samples can be exposed to 5–10 eV electrons for charge compensation. For that a 
SEG 50 low-energy electron gun by VG is used. Physical images related mainly to the 
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topographical features of the sample surface are collected either with a secondary electron 
detector consisting of a scintillator and photomultiplier assembly fitted to the analytical chamber 
or with a secondary ion-electron converter placed in the entrance of TOF analyzer. This includes a 
metal plate mounted on a rotary feed-through and another scintillator/photomultiplier. Recently, a 
CCD camera for monitoring the sample position has been installed in the analysis chamber. 
3.4.1 Data acquisition and control system 
The schematic diagram of the newly developed „data acquisition and control system‟ [8] 
as part of present study is shown in Figure 3.9. The system is designed around a Pentium 4 quad 
core computer running under Microsoft Windows7 Professional. A brief resume of the upgraded 
data acquisition and control system is given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1. A brief resume of the upgraded data acquisition and control system 
System component Function and main features 
Computer Pentium IV Quad core, with PCI slots for hosting data acquisition cards. Microsoft 
Windows 7 Professional operating system is used. 
PoschTOFSIM software Software was developed in our lab using LabView™ platform by the 
National Instruments™.  
National Instruments™ PCI-
6259 (Austin, USA) 
Used to provide 4 analog output and 2 analog input channels for the 
scanning and acquisition of secondary electron or total secondary ion 
signals:   
 resolution 16 bit (± 32.768) 
 voltage range ± 10 V 
 sampling rate 1.25 MS/s. 
It also provides 48 TTL digital I/O with the maximum clock rate of 10 
MHz used for the blanking the ion beams and two 32-bit counters with 
plus generation capability of 10.2 ns. 
Fishcamp Engineering FPCI-
DIO (Santa Maria, USA) 
PCI card is used to control and acquire the ion events arrival time from 
time-to-digital converter. 
TDCx4 time-to-digital 
converter by IONWERKS 
(Houston, USA) 
TDCx4 is a multi-channel single start multi-stop time-to-digital 
convertor used to register the ion events arrival times: 
 resolution 25 ps 
 pulse pair resolution 20 ns 
 in multiplexed mode pulse pair resolution 3 ns. 
LeCroy 4608C discriminator  
(Chestnut Ridge, USA) 
 It converts event signal received from detector into a well defined pulse 
for TDC. 
Chevron™ MA detector 
assembly 
Used for the detection of secondary ions. 




Two PCI based data acquisition and control interface cards are installed in this computer. 
A PCI-6259 by the National Instruments
TM
 (Austin, TX, USA) contains four 16-bit analog output 
channels with a sampling rate of 2.86 MS/s, thirty-two 16-bit analog input channels with a 
sampling speed of 1.25 MS/s, forty eight TTL digital I/O with a maximum clock rate of 10 MHz 
and two 32-bit counters with pulse generation capability of 10.2 ns. This card also has triggering 
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and synchronization capabilities. The four analog outputs are used for scanning both ion beams 
using custom-built XY deflection amplifiers. The analog input channels are used to read the 
signal from secondary electron detectors for the physical imaging of the sample. Switching to 
continuous/pulsed mode and blanking/un-blanking of both ion beams are carried out via a 
custom-built interface board [8]. 
A FPCI-DIO card (Fishcamp Engineering, Santa Maria, CA, USA) is used to control a 
TDCx4 time-to-digital converter (IONWERKS, Houston, TX, USA) and to acquire the arrival 
time of each secondary ion previously registered by TDC. This card is a parallel digital interface 
for PC supporting the PCI expansion bus. It provides ninety-six TTL compatible signal lines, 
which can be configured into groups of eight to act as either input or output signals.  
 
Figure 3.9. Schematic diagram of the newly developed data acquisition and control system [8]. 
Interconnection between the TDCx4 and FPCI-DIO is performed via three 50-pin ribbon 
cable headers on the card. TDCx4 is a multi-channel single start multi-stop time-to-digital 
convertor. It accepts standard fast signals from up to four inputs simultaneously and processes 
them in parallel with a digitizing resolution of 625 ps and a 20 ns worst case pulse pair resolution 
within each of the four channels. Alternatively, as in our case for the single-detector 
configuration, the input can be multiplexed into four TDC channels to increase the pulse pair 
resolution to 3 ns with worst case dead-time of 15 ns before the next four pulses can be encoded. 
Cycle time is a user-controlled input, defined through control software ranging from 2.544 to 
1310 µs with 2.56 µs steps. After the secondary ions are separated by the TOF analyzer, they are 
detected by a Chevron
TM
 MA detector assembly with an electron gain of ca. 107 at 2400 V 
producing pulses with a typical duration of 650 ps. The signals are amplified before passing to a 
model 4608C discriminator (LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY, USA), which in turn is connected to 
TDC [8]. 
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3.4.2 Software 
We developed dedicated software PoschTOFSIMS by using LabVIEW
TM
 graphical 
programming environment by the National Instruments. Using LabVIEW
TM
 system control 
software can be programmed with a significantly minimum development time compared to 
conventional programming languages. Now a days, a large number of scientific instruments and 
computer based hardware produced by National Instruments and third party manufacturers is 
being supported by LabVIEW
TM
 graphical programming platform. Such support is an important 
factor for scientists and engineers when developing data acquisition and control software which 
can be easily extended / modified in future as requirements of application grow/change. 
The building blocks in LabVIEW
TM
 are virtual instruments (VIs), each designed for a 
specific task. These VIs are provided by the instrument manufacturers or by the National 
Instruments supporting third party instruments. These VIs are not available for TDC4X either by 
the manufacturer or by the National Instruments. We developed these VIs using DLL system files 
provided by the TDC manufacturer by using Call Library Function in LabVIEW
TM
 as shown in 
Figure 3.10.  We created VIs need for our applications by using the functions available in 
TDCX4.dll.
 
Figure 3.10. The Call Library Function in LabVIEW
TM
 interface. 
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The functions in TDCx4.DLL fall into three general categories: initialization and 
configuration functions, spectrum definition functions, and data acquisition functions.  The names 
of the functions are grouped by category as given below. 





























































The description of each function can be found in the manual describing Win32 
application programming interface (API) for Ionwerks´ TDCx4 Time-to-Digital Converter.  This 
manual contains a procedure to install the software that comprises the API and description to 
write custom Windows software for the TDCx4 hardware. The functions given in bold face are 
mainly used in groups and developed following four VIs shown in Figure 3.11 for our application. 
The histogramming memory was not installed in our TDC so we utilized only the list mode for 
data acquisition. 
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Figure 3.11: VIs mainly used in the software to communicate with TDC and to acquire the registered time 
events.  
The VIs can be called from the user interface and closed after completion of the task. 
Currently, the PoschTOFSIMS can perform the following tasks:  
 Acquisition of the time spectra, followed by the recalculation of the time to mass scale,  
 Sputter depth profiling in the interlaced mode with the scanning of analysis and sputter 
ion beams and with charge neutralization using low-energy electrons,  
 Physical imaging of the sample with secondary electrons and ions (without mass 
separation) as shown in Figure 3.12 (Left) , and  
 Chemical mapping of the sample (with mass separation of the secondary ions) shown in 
Figure 3.12 (middle and right) .  
Ion counts are acquired from TDC in the list mode, 32 bits per stop. Data is processed and 
displayed in real time with a one second refreshing time, and are written to ASCII files according 
to ISO 22048 (2004) specifications allowing data to be analyzed by different spreadsheet 
analysis/plotting packages. 
 
Figure 3.12. Secondary electron image giving topography of DLC sample (left), chemical image of Cs
+
 
spots deposited on a niobium substrate (middle), and complementary image of  Nb
+
. These images were 
acquired and processed with new data acquisition system [from authors’ own work].     
3.5 New tip wetting technique with gallium  
Generally, tungsten wires of diameter ca. 0.20 mm are used as needle electrode for 
gallium ion sources. The sharp tip of conic shape at free end of the wire is produced by 
electrolytic process using aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (ca. 5-15%) as electrolyte, 
followed by electro-polishing to one side of the tungsten wire. To improve the performance (long 
flashing interval) of the gallium ion source 1N aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide is 
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recommended instead of conventional sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. The complete length 
of the needle surface is also slightly polished to form a mirror surface while the needle electrode 
is moved vertically as shown in Figure 3.13 and a D.C. voltage of about ca. 5-10 V is applied 
between two electrodes. The etching along the complete length will increase the surface area 
along the complete length from the reservoir up to the tip of the needle ensuring better ion source 
stability. The stability is achieved by fine grooves (channels) produced on the surface of needle 
electrode by electrolytic process which permits smooth feed of a liquid metal from the reservoir to 
the tip of the electrode.[80]. These channels produced on the surface of the conic part of the 









Wetting of freshly prepared needle is not straightforward in ambient conditions because 
of the surface contaminations, especially when it is electropolished in NaOH solution, sodium 
becomes major contaminant. Further cleaning with other chemicals will exchange the 
contaminant and after drying and then trying to wet with gallium it is impossible. 
 
Figure 3.13. Schematic of electro-polishing of tungsten tip for LMIS.  
As the objective is to wet the needle with gallium, we rinsed the prepared (described 
above) tungsten needle by melted gallium in ultrasonic bath at ca. 50ºC well below the boiling 
point of the water to avoid any water vapor contamination. In the similar manner, we rinsed the 
conic part of reservoir with liquid gallium under same conditions to remove any contamination 
especially from the capillary tube hosing the needle and to wet the capillary with gallium. Fresh 
gallium was used to fill the reservoir, mounted the ion source in MIG 300PB ion gun. We 
experienced good stability in the operation quite similar to that of commercial ion sources. In the 
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commercial ion sources wetting and coating of the metals [81], which are 
mechanically/chemically polished and chemically cleaned, are further etched by plasma treatment 
under UHV conditions.  These contamination free surfaces of metals are then coated with plasma 
of desired liquid metals/alloys in same UHV or at least high vacuum conditions.  
3.6 Sample preparation for SIMS analysis 
Virtually all kind of materials can be analyzed by SIMS technique. The foremost 
constraint is that sample must be UHV compatible. There are several reasons for performing the 
analysis under these pressure conditions.  
First, the main components of the instrument require UHV conditions for their effective 
operation (primary ion sources, electron flood gun, detector, etc). Secondly, it guarantees the 
primary ions from the ion source and secondary ions from the sample surface travel to their 
destinations (sample and detector) without undergoing collisions with other atoms, molecules, or 
ions. Third, the composition and structure of the sample remains conserved up to some extent 
during analysis by preventing sample contamination during SIMS analysis. Since SIMS is surface 
sensitive and can detect species present in the concentrations in ppm to ppb range. 
The sample in the form of well defined smooth surfaces like thin films are straightforward 
to analyze with SIMS in reasonable physical dimensions. But most of the time samples in unusual 
shape (powder, fibers, etc) are to be analyzed. Powder samples are thought to be the difficult to 
prepare for TOF-SIMS analysis, especially the powders of organic materials with very poor 
conductivity. There are a number of methods described in SIMS literature [36], out of them one 
technique is to fix the powder on double-sided adhesive tape, or dissolve the adhesive tape in 
solution like acetone and use a drop of solution on conducting substrate with subsequent sprinkle 
of powder on the wet surface.  
As the thickness and morphology of the sample greatly effects the generation of 
secondary ions and accordingly the stability of SIMS measurements. The cleanliness of the 
sample surface and the organic matrix (adhesives) greatly complicate the results and their 
reproducibility. 
The second most popular method is to use the ´indium sandwich´ in which powder is 
sprinkled on one piece of clean indium foil by placing the second on top and pressing them with 
pressing machine. Using tweezers, the two foils are subsequently peeled apart carefully taking 
into account to avoid the deformation of indium sheets. Deformation in at least one sheet could be 
avoided by placing the sandwich on a plane surface and removing the top foil. In our study we 
greatly avoided deformation by using indium-powder-aluminum sandwich method. This method 
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ensures smooth surface preparation of powder on the indium due to low sticking of powder with 
aluminum foil and no deformation while removing the aluminum foil from the top. 
 In the above method it is quite complicated to control the thickness of the powder 
agglomerates. If the powder is non-conductive the secondary ion emission is greatly effected by 
the local thickness and even the charge compensation by the low energy flood gun becomes 
complicated. Furthermore, if the thickness is very small or the analyte area is partially covered 
then in positive ion mode the signal intensity of analyte is often suppressed by the indium (In
+
). . 
To circumvent this problem in the present study we used a new method in which powder 
is sprinkled on Al foil, a second foil is placed on top, with subsequent rubbing the two foils face 
to face produces very uniform implantation of fine powder particles in the aluminum surface 
(Figure 3.14).  
 
Figure 3.14. Powder on piece of Al foil (left) rubbed and dusted, the resulting sample on right 
 Some organic powders are waxy. In this case a face to face pre-rasping is recommended 
before sprinkling of the powder to produce fine scratches. Indium can also be used to prepare the 
sample in similar manner but indium is relatively softer than Al, while rubbing the sample powder 
on indium substrate the small analyte grains/particles are completely covered with indium that 
will decrease the analyte signal in SIMS measurements. 
The other advantage is the surface contaminants detected in the reference aluminum foil 
are significantly negligible (Figure 3.15) as compared to indium foil as shown in Figure 3.16. The 
ionization potential and work function of Al (5.99 and 4.28) is also comparatively higher than In 
(5.79 and 4.08) resulting better ion yield for positive ion species for inorganic materials. It is also 
more economic material for the sample preparation. 
We also observed higher molecular ion yield from the organic materials in the sample 
prepared on Al as compared to indium which we believe is mainly due to better conductivity due 
to very thin coverage of the substrate.     
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Figure 3.15: Positive ion static TOF-SIMS mass spectrum of reference Al foil without any cleaning with 
either chemically or sputtering with ion beam. 
 
Figure 3.16: Positive ion static TOF-SIMS mass spectrum of reference indium foil scratched with clean 
knife.  
3.7 TOF-SIMS analysis reference chemicals and stones 
Thirty eight stones were collected from different patients at the Hospital Garcia de Orta 
(Almada, Portugal). The samples were rinsed with pure deionized water and then packed in 
special containers for transportation. In our laboratory the calculi were milled in an agate mortar 
and pestle into a powder of uniform and small grain size representative of its composition. The 
samples were prepared either pressing the powder on a 5N quality indium foil (Goodfellow, 
Huntingdon, UK) as described in sample preparation techniques [26-29] or rubbing the powder on 
the aluminum foil especially for organic samples to improve the conductivity and uniformity of 
the sample. The samples of reference commercial compounds were prepared in a similar manner 
to the human calculi. The reference compounds used in this study are listed in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. List of the commercial kidney stone minerals used as reference samples in this work 
Group Appellation Mineralogical 
name  
Formula MW(D) Supplier 
Organic  Cystine  C6H12N2O4S2 240 Acros(Geel, 
Belgium) 
 Cysteine   121 Acros 
 Uric acid  C5H4N4O3 168 Acros 
 Sodium urate  NaC5H3N4O3 190 Acros 
 glyerol   92 Acros 


























 Calcium dihydrogen 
phosphate 
monohydrate 





Whitlockite Ca3(PO4)2  310 Panreac 












Newberyite MgHPO4.3H2O 174 Acros 








TOF-SIMS analysis was accomplished with an upgraded VG Ionex IX23LS TOF-SIMS 
instrument (Burgess Hill, UK) already described in this chapter. For SIMS measurements, we 
used a pulsed (40 ns/6 kHz) Ga+ ions with 14 keV bombarding energy. The focused ion beam 
was digitally raster scanned (128×128 pixels) over an area of ca. 750 µm×750 µm. Extraction of 
secondary ions from the sample is performed by applying a high voltage (±5 kV for positive or 
negative ions, respectively) to the sample holder.  At his acceleration voltage the mass analyzer 
gives the maximum transmission as shown in the Figure 3.17. 
For each standard chemical and stone sample we acquired SIMS data from as prepared 
sample without any pre-sputtering and after controlled sputtering. However, in general (otherwise 
will be  explicitly mentioned ) for the data presented in the present work, no sputter cleaning of 
the organic samples was performed by either source in order to conserve the molecular 
information in a set of positive and negative mass spectra. While, pre-sputtering was done for 




. We found this dosage sufficient to 
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remove the surface hydrocarbon contaminations to achieve better reproducibility and accuracy in 
quantification measurements. 
 
Figure 3.17. Variation of spectral intensity with secondary ion extraction/acceleration voltage, measured 
for Mo
+
 from oxidized molybdenum sample [68]. 
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4. TOF-SIMS analysis of organic calculi  
There are two main organic urinary components found in kidney calculi. First is uric acid 
the one with most frequent occurring component found in our study, and the other is cystine that 
is the least frequent in humans. Analytical results of uric acid salts will also be discussed. In one 
of the urates (uric acid salts) containing stones, we found 4-deoxypyridoxine 5-phosphate which 
is a metabolite of vitamin B6 [27]. We suggest that its presence is due to the consumption of 
foods with high vitamin B6 content, or due to the use of vitamin B6 as a medication to prevent the 
growth of calcium oxalate kidney stones [82]. We also determined that the major component of 
this stone was sodium dihydrogen phosphate. The identification of cystine stones will also be 
made clear by the presence of its protonated/deprotonated molecular and characteristic fragment 
ions and we will also compare human stone analysis with that of dog stone. Finally the result of 
cholesterol gallstone will be presented, although it is not urinary calculus this sample shows that 
the application of present study with TOF-SIMS is not limited to urinary stones analysis but has a 
broad scope in similar biomaterial applications.   
Although, the purpose of this work is to demonstrate the suitability of SIMS for the 
compositional characterization of calculi, the prevalence and pathophysiology of this disease is 
summarized below, as described in the literature found. 
4.1 Uric Acid stones 
Uric acid stones constitute ca. 8–10% of all kidney stones [83]. The global prevalence of 
uric acid (UA) stones is heterogeneous, with its highest prevalence in the Middle East [84] and in 
certain parts of Europe [85]. In the Midwestern region of the United States, the prevalence of UA 
stone formation has been shown to be exceedingly high. This abnormal tendency toward UA 
stone formation may be influenced by specific dietary habits of consuming a large amount of 
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purine with each meal. Over the past decade, major progress has been made in our understanding 
of the pathophysiologic mechanisms of UA stone formation. A preliminary study initially 
described a high prevalence of UA stones among patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus [86]. In 
studies following, a high prevalence of uric acid stones was also shown in obese patients [87, 88]. 
Furthermore, it was later described that higher body mass index and type 2 diabetes mellitus are 
independent risk factors for UA nephrolithiasis, and the prevalence of UA stones further rises 
with higher body mass index in the presence of type 2 diabetes mellitus [89]. These observations 
were consistent with multiple large epidemiologic studies displaying a link between obesity, 
weight gain, type 2 diabetes mellitus, an aggregate of features that are characteristic of the 
metabolic syndrome, and UA nephrolithiasis [86-90]. Different types of uric acid crystals are 
found in stones and are frequently combined with calcium oxalates.  
Uric acid is the end product of purine metabolism in humans. In other mammals uric acid 
is further broken down into allantoin by the enzyme uricase. Allantoin is 10 to 100 times more 
soluble compared with uric acid. Humans and Dalmatian dogs are the only known mammals 
prone to uric acid stone formation. However, the mechanism of stone formation in the Dalmatian 
dog is related to an increased fractional excretion of uric acid [91].  
Uric acid (2, 6, 8-trioxypurine) is a weak acid with 2 dissociation constants. Two factors 
contribute to uric acid solubility: uric acid concentration and solution pH. However, the solubility 
of uric acid in urine is primarily determined by urinary pH. The supersaturation of urine with uric 
acid occurs when urinary pH is less than 5.5. Uric acid stone formation requires supersaturation of 
urinary uric acid. Three factors contribute to the formation of these calculi: acidic urine, 
hyperuricuria and decreased urinary volume. One or more of these conditions may coexist in a 
specific patient and contribute to stone disease severity. All conditions contributing to acidic urine 
and low urinary output will increase uric acid supersaturation that promotes uric acid stone 
formation [92]. 
 The color of uric acid stones varies from light yellow via red-yellow to red-brown [90]. 
Higher the content of uric acid hydration, more intensive the color in admixed stones. Their 
surfaces are mostly smooth. The urate stones mostly have a white to gray color with loose 
consistency.  
The results of 8 stones listed in Table 4.1 will be presented in this chapter. The samples 
were prepared on indium and aluminum substrates according to two sample preparation 
techniques discussed in chapter 3 for respective substrate (cf. 3.6 and 3.7). The mass spectra 
presented here were acquired without presputtering.  
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Table 4.1.  Experimental conditions and classification of organic stones analyzed 
stone sample presputtering substrate used classification with TOF-SIMS 
UA1ǂ No Indium uric acid 
UA2 No Al uric acid 
UA3 No Al uric acid 
UA4 No Al uric acid 
UA5 No Al uric acid 
UA6 No Al uric acid 
Urate1* No Indium Na/K-urate 
human cystine * No Al cystine 
dog cystine  No Al cystine 
cholesterol* No Al cholesterol 
The symbol (*) corresponds to our results published in Ghumman et al. [26-28]. 
4.1.1 TOF-SIMS analysis of uric acid stones 
The molecular structure of uric acid is shown in Figure 4.1. First sample (UA1, ca. 6mm 
× 4mm in size) that we are discussing here came from a 60-year old male patient with a diagnosis 
of ureterolithiasis and diabetes mellitus type 2, it 
was slightly soft with a rough surface of yellowish 
brown color. The powder produced from the stone 
was pressed in indium foil. The sample was highly 
nonconductive and charge compensation was used 
during analysis. 
The negative TOF-SIMS spectra of the 
human stone and reference uric acid are shown in 
Figure 4.2. The two spectra look very similar; the 
most intense molecular ions above m/z 100, are 
observed at m/z 167 followed by 124 are assigned to deprotonated uric acid [UA-H]
-
 and its 
fragment [UA-H-HCNO]
-
 the molecular structure of these ions are shown in Figure 4.3 the 
assignment of these ions are in accordance with Gorman et al. [93] study on uric acid samples 
extracted from human urine. Additionally, very small intensity of deprotonated xanthine 
molecules at m/z 151 was observed for both reference uric acid and stone samples which are 
believed to be a fragment of uric acid form by the loss of oxygen from deprotonated molecule. 




, are also characteristic to 
uric acid [26].  
In principle, the characteristic peaks appearing in the negative ion spectra confirm the 
presence of uric acid. However, for the detection of electropositive elements and their compounds 
Figure 4.1. The molecular structure of 
uric acid; mol. wt. 168 
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we have also acquired the positive ion TOF-SIMS spectra. In the range above m/z 100 (Figure 
4.4) protonated uric acid [UA+H]
+
 at m/z 169 is the dominant ion peak. Other key ions here are at 
m/z 153, which correspond to protonated xanthine resulting from fragmentation of protonated uric 
acid molecule by the loss of oxygen [UA+H-O]
+
, and m/z 126. The latter ion is a typical fragment 
ion for xanthine and uric acid, generated by loss of HCN and HCNO, respectively, from their 
protonated molecules [M+H]
+
. The possible molecular structures of these three ions as well as 
sodiated uric acid molecule are shown in Figure 4.5.  
 
Figure 4.2. Negative ion spectra of reference uric acid (a) and that of human stone UA1 (b) [48]. 
 
Figure 4.3: Possible structure of negative ions observed at m/z 167 (a), 151 (b), and 124 (c). 
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Figure 4.4. Positive ion spectra of reference uric acid (a) and that of human stone UA1 (b). 
 
Figure 4.5: Possible structure of positive ions observed at m/z 169 (a), 191 (b), 153 (c), and 126 (d). 
Similar ions are revealed in the lower mass range for the kidney stone and the uric acid 
reference except for the presence of the Na
+
 peak at m/z 23. This peak is more intense in the 
synthetic uric acid reference (Figure 4.4a) than in the naturally occurring kidney stone (Figure 
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4b). For this sample, we also observed the sodiated uric acid molecule [UA+Na]
+
 at m/z 191 due 
to presence of sodium as impurity in the reference chemical. The other major ions at m/z 27, 43, 











Thereby, the human kidney stone analyzed here was identified as being pure uric acid. It is 
important to mention here that the most intense peaks in the electron ionization spectrum of uric 
acid are at m/z 43 and 125 (see the NIST Mass Spectral Library14). 
If we look on the positive mass spectra, the ion peak at 149 is observed for both reference 
chemical and urinary stone samples, the intensity of this peak is comparable with that of 
protonated uric acid in the human stone sample. In our preliminary study we observed this peak 
but could not assign it. Is it a fragment of uric acid? Let us try to understand its origin in 
following section by comparing with other stones identified as uric acid. 
4.1.2 Comparison of uric acid stones by scattered intensity plots 
The two stones shown in Figure 4.6 were identified as uric acid stones (UA2, UA3) on 
the basis of the ion pattern observed and discussed above for UA1. The mass spectra (Figure 8.1a) 
from both stone samples were quite similar except the relative intensities of few peaks e.g. at m/z 
149. The integrated intensities in the range of ±0.5 at each m/z were normalized by dividing with 
total intensity of all ions observed in the m/z range of 0-200 and scaled by 100.  
(a)  (b)  
Figure 4.6. Morphological appearance of the stones identified with TOF-SIMS as uric acid UA2 (a) and 
UA3 (b).  
The results from these stones (UA1, UA2, and UA3) are directly comparable; the relative 
intensities of corresponding ion peaks are shown in the scatter plots in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b 
along with the outputs of linear regression analyses. The UA1 compares very well with UA2, 
giving a slope agreement within 3 % and a relatively small intercept of 0.015 counts. The low 
relative signals of protonated uric acid molecule at m/z 169 compared to intense fragment peaks 
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(e.g. at m/z 43) in the UA1 and vice versa for UA2 are due to different sample preparation 
methods used for two stones. The sample for UA1 was prepared by pressing the powder into 
indium matrix as thick film while for UA2 was prepared as thin film on Al by rasping the powder 
on Al foil with subsequent gentle dusting as discussed in chapter 3. Similar trend was believed to 
be observed for the ion peak at m/z 149 corresponding to (92+57) and its associated fragments at 
m/z 85, 71, and 57.  
 
Figure 4.7. The scattered plot comparison of UA1 with UA2 (a) and UA2 with UA3 (b).  
UA3 and UA2 comparison (Figure 4.7b), gives relatively high value of intercept (0.1) of 
linear regression line with slope of 0.79. These samples were prepared and analyzed with 
repeatable experimental conditions; the disagreement of 20% in the slope can be attributed to 
quite different amount of organic material present in two stones which is also evident from the 
departure of m/z 149 from the regression line. The regression line also separates the associated 
fragments of 149 which are mainly observed in interfering ion peaks with that of uric acid at m/z 
85, 71, 57, 41, and 29. If we eliminate 
these 6 peaks from the two spectra, similar 
measurements gives slope of 0.96 within 
4% agreement along with 5 times smaller 
intercept of 0.02 and correlation factor 
r
2
=0.95 as shown in Figure 4.8.  
These results suggest that the ion 
peak often observed (very intense for few 
samples) in uric acid stones ‘at m/z 149’ is 
not a fragment of uric acid but has 
different origin which we assigned to 
glycerol. The mass spectra from the 
reference glycerol sample are shown in appendix A. The main characteristic peaks of reference 




















































































Equation y = a + b*x
Adj. R-Square 0.79831
Value Standard Error
Paper1 Intercept 0.01482 0.04313
Paper1 Slope 0.97052 0.03465
(a)


































































































Equation y = a + b*x
Adj. R-Square 0.81291
Value Standard Error
UA S1 Intercept 0.10064 0.03392
UA S1 Slope 0.79973 0.02725
(b)
























































































Equation y = a + b*x
Adj. R-Square 0.94804
Value Standard Error
KS#1 Intercept 0.02069 0.01975
KS#1 Slope 0.96007 0.01622
Figure 4.8. The resulting intensity scattered plot after 
elimination of interfering peaks of glycerol with uric 
acid in UA2 and UA3. 
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. The mass peaks at m/z 57 corresponds to glycerol fragment 
C3H5O
+
, we also observed the alkalized ions (cf. 2.1.3.8) due to presence of sodium in the 
reference glycerol but these ions were not observed for the urinary stone samples. Thus, the 
detection of glycerol containing ions in the stone samples might be due to presence of lipids such 
as triglyceride contents in stones. As, stone formers excrete more lipids in urine [94], the level of 
excretion varies from patient to patient, e.g. Peng et al. reported urinary triglycerides (TGs) 
ranging from 10 to 1955 mg/dl in 13 individuals with a history of chyluria [95]. Moreover, the 
presence of glycerol might be due to medication (remedy) in which glycerin is used to expel the 





varies for three stones according to UA2>UA1>UA3 relation that reflects the relative glycerol 
contents incorporated in stones of three individuals. The white contents (Figure 4.6a) in UA2 are 
believed to be due to glycerol which is not so evident in case of UA3. Beside these stones (UA1-
UA3) discussed here we also identified glycerol in other stones (UA4-UA6) identifies as uric 
acid.  
4.1.3 TOF-SIMS analysis of sodium and potassium Urate stones 
Four urate containing stones (obtained from a patient in a single episode) were analyzed 
with TOF-SIMS. The stones were in the form of hard 
spherical balls each with dimensions ca. 4 mm × 4 mm. Two 
of them are shown in Figure 4.9.  In these stones we found 
4-deoxypyridoxine 5-phosphate which is a metabolite of 
vitamin B6. We suggest [27] that its presence is due to the 
consumption of foods with high vitamin B6 content, or due 
to the use of vitamin B6 as a medication to prevent the 
growth of calcium oxalate kidney stones [82]. We also 
determined that the major component of this stone was 
sodium dihydrogen phosphate. The sample was analyzed for 
positive and negative ions spectra as shown in Figure 4.10, 
we propose that this complex stone is composed of three components: (i) uric acid and urates (ii) 
metabolite of vitamin B6, and (iii) sodium dihydrogen phosphate, NaH2PO4 [27]. 
In the negative ion spectrum shown in Figure 4.10(a), the presence of uric acid is 
supported by the presence of deprotonated uric acid at m/z 167, the molecular ion formed with the 
loss of two hydrogen [M–2H]
- 




Figure 4.9. The urate stones 
(urate1) in the shape of 
spherical balls. 
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), and 26 (CN
-
) [27]. The 
difference between the spectrum observed for this sample and that of pure uric acid [26] samples 
discussed above is a very weak protonated uric acid molecule at m/z 169. The weak signal 
intensities of the protonated molecule, sodiated and potassiated uric acid at m/z 191 and 207, 







 (Figure 4.10(b)) is due to the stone contents of urate 
salts rather than uric acid [96]. The presence of 4-deoxypyridoxine 5-phosphate, a metabolite of 
vitamin B6, is proposed from the ions at m/z 232 in negative ion mode and m/z 234 in positive ion 
mode which we assign to deprotonated C8H11NO5P
-
 and protonated 4-deoxypyridoxine 5-
phosphate C8H13NO5P
+
, respectively. The other main fragment ions of this metabolite are 



















), and 63 (PO2
-
) in negative ion mode. The third 
component of this sample is sodium dihydrogen phosphate, as is evident from the NaH2PO4
+
 ion 




), and 72 
(NaH2PO
+
). Elemental sodium at m/z 23 (Na
+
) and potassium at m/z 39 (K
+
) were observed in an 
intensity ratio of 2:1. It might be interesting to compare this value with the intensity ratio of 4.5:1 
obtained for the urine sample (5.5 pH) from a healthy individual; the sample was prepared by 
wetting the scratched Al foil with drop of urine.  
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Incorporation of a vitamin B6 metabolite, identification of sodium and potassium urate 
from uric acid demonstrates that TOF-SIMS in static mode is a reliable technique for the multi-
component urinary stones analysis. 
4.2 Cystine stones 
Cystine stones are mostly produced in patients of cystinuria, an autosomal recessive 
genetic disorder, and account for up to 2% of all renal stones and up to 10 % of childhood stone 
disease [97]. Patients affected by this inherited disease suffer from recurrent stone formation, 
leading to repeated surgical/endoscopic interventions, consecutive renal impairment, and, 
consequently, a significant impairment of life quality. The responsible genes causing cystinuria 
were first described in 1994 [98, 99]. 
This genetic disorder results in an impairment of reabsorption of the dibasic amino acids 
cystine (C6H12N2O4S2, mol. wt. 240), ornithine (C5H12N2O2, mol. wt. 132), lysine (C6H14N2O2, 
mol. wt. 146), and arginine (C6H14N4O2 , mol. wt. 174) in the kidney and the small intestine. 
Usually about 98–99% of the filtered load of those amino acids is reabsorbed in the proximal 
tubule [100]. The defect of the transporter causes a dramatic increase in urinary concentration of 
these substances while serum concentration is reported to just drop by 20–30% [101]. Although 
all of these amino acids reach high concentrations within the urine, only cystine is insoluble 
enough to form stones. Cystine is poorly soluble at physiological urine pH values between 5 and 
7, and stones are formed especially at concentrations exceeding 240–300 mg/L (1.33–1.66 
mmol/L). Higher pH values >8 lead to a threefold increase of cystine solubility [102]. Other 
known and yet unknown factors seem to play a role since the effect of pH on cystine solubility 
varies among patients [103-105]. Factors known to influence cystine excretion are dietary salt and 
animal protein intake. Both increase cystine excretion, yet no prospective studies have 
demonstrated changes in stone activity as a result of sodium restricted diets [103]. As for protein 
intake, just one study demonstrated that lowering intake of cystine’s dietary precursor methionine 
reduces urinary cystine excretion [106]. Stones of cystine have a typical yellow color and a wax-
like surface. The consistency is very solid [89]. 
4.2.1 TOF-SIMS analysis of cystine stones 
In this study two stones were identified as cystine; one from the human [28] and other 
was from dog. As received human kidney stone was hard and very large with two-dimensional 
size of ca. 20 mm × 10 mm. It was of yellowish color with a rough and sharp surface as shown in 
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Figure 4.11a. The stones from the dog were of completely different visual morphology in terms of 
size, shape color and were smoother as shown in Figure 4.11b. 
  
Figure 4.11. Morphological appearances of human stone (a) and dog stone (b). 
The samples prepared from human kidney stone powder and two reference chemicals 
(cysteine and cystine) were analyzed in both positive and negative TOF-SIMS modes. The 
molecular structure of cysteine (cySH) is shown in Figure 4.12a. It is a non-essential amino acid, 
which means that cysteine is biosynthesized in the human body under normal physiological 
conditions. The positive ion spectrum of cysteine was magnified along the intensity axis, and is 
shown in Figure 4.12a. The main characteristic ions of cysteine at m/z 18, 76, and 122 correspond 
to the protonated ammonia NH4
+
, the fragment ion [cySH-CO2H]
+
, and its protonated molecule 
[cySH+H]
+
, respectively. The assignments of these ion peaks to respective fragments were made 
on the basis of collision-induced dissociation and MALDI TOF/TOF MS studies on amino acids 
[107-109]. 
The cystine (cySScy) is a dimeric amino acid formed by the oxidation of two cysteine 
residues that covalently links to make a disulfide bond; its molecular structure is shown in Figure 
4.12b. Cystine is water-insoluble, while its monomer (cysteine) is soluble in water. The positive 
ions spectrum of cystine is shown in Figure 4.12b with the characteristic ions at m/z 18, 74, 120, 
122, 152, and 241, corresponding to NH4
+
, the most abundant peak of cystine fragment [cyS-
CO2H2]
+
, cysteine sulfenium [cyS]
+
, protonated cysteine [cySH+H]
+
, fragment containing 
disulfide bond (cySS)
+
, and protonated cystine [cySScy+H]
+
, respectively. The cysteine sulfenium 
(m/z 120) was mostly absent in the case of reference cysteine (Figure 4.12a); here it is considered 
necessary to reveal that protonated cysteine (m/z 122) is a fragment originating from protonated 
cystine molecule not from the monomer cysteine. The main fragment schemes and structures of 
these assigned peaks can be found in the study of disulfide amino acids with electrospray 
ionization and triple-quadrupole tandem mass spectrometry [110], although the relative peak 
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intensities of these fragments are quite dissimilar due to different ionization method used in our 
study. 
 
Figure 4.12. The positive TOF-SIMS mass spectra of reference  cysteine (a), cystine (b) and human kidney 
stone (c). 
The positive TOF-SIMS spectrum of the kidney stone looks very similar to the 
characteristic spectrum of the reference cystine (Figure 4.12b and 4.12c).  The peaks at m/z 18, 
74, 120, 122, 152 and 241 are the same as in the case of cystine (Figure 4.12b) corresponding to a 
distinct protonated molecule and the main fragments discussed above. In addition to the main 
characteristic ion peaks of cystine, the ion peak at m/z 175 corresponding to protonated arginine 
molecules [Arg+H]
+
 is also evident, this assignment in accordance with our further study on 
reference arginine sample (cf. 2.2.3). We also observed sodiated cystine molecules [cySScy+Na]
+
 
at m/z 263, its fragment ion at peak (partial intensity) m/z 175 [cySS+Na]
+
, and elemental sodium 
ion peak at m/z 23 are also evident from the spectrum.  This could be due to the presence of a 
small amount of cystine salt produced by alkalization of the urine by sodium bicarbonate dosage. 
This method is generally used to dissolve the cystine stones by increasing the urine pH; cystine is 
soluble in urine at elevated pH, above 7.5 pH is recommended for treatment to improve cystine 
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solubility [111, 112] which 
is evident in the cystine 
solubility curve as function 
of urine pH (Figure 4.13). 
The negative TOF-
SIMS spectra of reference 
cysteine, cystine, and the 
kidney stone are shown in 
Figure 4.14. The distinct 
series of ion peaks are 
observed for each sample. 
The peaks at m/z 32, 48, 
64, 80, and 120 are 








, and  
the deprotonated cysteine [cySH-H]
-
. The negligible dimmer peak at m/z 239, corresponding to 
[cySScy-H]
-
, is also observed. In addition to cysteine characteristic peaks, trace amount of 





, and 277 [3M+H]
-
 [113]. 
For cystine, we observed all the peaks mentioned above for cysteine along with the peaks 
due to its dimmer nature at m/z 239, and 152, corresponding to deprotonated cystine [cySScy-H]
-
, 
and a fragment containing dimmer of sulfur at m/z 152 (cySS)
-
. This peak was also observed in 
positive mode, possibly by making a double bond between two sulfur atoms after fission of S-C 
bond, the complementary ion peak is obvious at m/z 87 [cy-H]
-
.  The peaks with masses 
corresponding to the negative ion peak of cysteine sulfenium (m/z 120) and the fragment at m/z 74 
[cyS-CO2H2]
-
 are also observed in the positive ion spectrum of cystine. The other distinctive 
features are the different relative abundance of ion peak at m/z 64, in the case of cystine this peak 
has also S2
-
  contribution, and the relative abundance of SH
-
 (m/z 33) and S
-
 (m/z 32). The higher 
abundance of the peak at m/z 33 is due to S-H bond present in the molecular structure of cysteine 
(Figure 4.12a). 
The negative ion spectrum of the kidney stone has all characteristic peaks along with their 
relative abundance are indeed similar to that observed for reference cystine at m/z 32, 33, 48, 64, 





















, respectively. From the resemblances of kidney stone spectra in 
both modes, with that of cystine, we can reveal that the cystinuria stone is composed of cystine 
Figure 4.13. Solubility of cystine at different urinary pH values 
[112]. 
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that is insoluble in acidic urine below pH 6.5; on the other hand, cysteine is soluble in water. 
These results are consistent with the stone formation studies. 
 
Figure 4.14. The negative TOF-SIMS mass spectra of reference cysteine (a), cystine (b) and human kidney 
stone (c). 
In this study, we identified this renal stone as cystine by comparing the mass spectra with 
reference cystine and its monomer cysteine. In this stone we have not detected the ion peaks 
characteristic for PO4, a stoichiometric component common in calcium phosphates and struvite 







correspond to calcium containing kidney stones (will be discussed in following chapters). The 
absence of uric acid is also obvious from the non existence of protonated and deprotonated 
molecules in positive and negative modes respectively, along with other characteristic fragments 
reported in our previous study [26]. The mass spectrometric signals corresponding to protonated 
and deprotonated molecules were obtained for cystine, which provided its directed identification. 
Moreover, the cystine spectra gave distinguishing intensity ratios for its principle fragments when 
compared with the corresponding ion peaks of cysteine, as shown in the Table 4.2.  The intensity 
ratios for the selected peaks in the positive mode are almost the same for both cystine and the 
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stone sample; these values are almost a factor of ten bigger than the respective intensity ratios for 
cysteine.  
For further confirmation, we compared these results with the dog stone TOF-SIMS 
spectrum in positive mode (shown in Figure 4.15), as in canines the occurrence of cystine stones 
is much higher (ca. 26%) than that in human. Although, the morphology is quite different as 
obvious in Figure 4.11, chemical compositions are very similar.  The relative peak intensities for 
human and dog stones are also comparable as shown in Table 4.2.  In the lower m/z range we 
identified the distinguishing ion peaks at m/z 28 (CHNH
+
), and 44 (C2H4NH2
+
) which are minor in 
uric acid while in cystine high intensities of these peaks are as a result of direct fragmentation of 
the molecular structure, additionally the peak at m/z 43 (C2H3NH2
+
) can also be due to a direct 
fragment (unspecified ionic structure) while for uric acid at the same m/z identified ion is HCNO
+
. 
The dog stone also contained arginine contents which are evident by the presence of protonated 
arginine molecules at m/z 175[Arg+H]
+
. The ion peak at 149 corresponding to presence of 
glycerol in more intense in this stone compared to human stone. 
Figure 4.15. The positive TOF-SIMS mass spectrum of dog stone. 
The intensity ratios in negative ion mode are about 2.5 times higher for cystine and 




 in cysteine is due to presence of 
S-H bond and the higher value of other peaks ratio in cystine is due to presence of S-S bond.  
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Table 4.2. The intensity ratios of the characteristic ion peaks of cysteine, cystine, human stone [28], and 
dog stone.  
Sample Intensity ratios 













 *m/z (64+65)/(48+49) 
cysteine 0.33 0.06 1.00 0.62 
cystine 3.10 0.69 2.38 1.55 
human stone 2.96 0.69 2.57 1.59 
dog stone
 ☼
















 was not reported in [28]. 
The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is the most commonly applied stone 
analysis method. However, it is inadequate to analyze cystine in compounds with a mixture of 
struvite, calcium oxalate and uric acid because of the overlapping of characteristic absorption 
bands; this technique often requires the confirmation by some other complementary methods. 
When chemical analysis is used as a complementary technique with FTIR for cystine containing 
stone identification, surprisingly very low success rate (10%) was confirmed by scanning electron 
microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) [114]. The confirmation with 
SEM-EDX resulting in an unanticipated cystine stone occurrence rate of 0.2% ( 3 out of 1300 
stones), which is 5-10 times lower than the worldwide statistical data (1 - 2%). The low rate of 
cystine confirmation might be due to its sensitivity in the complex matrix. 
4.3 Cholesterol stone 
Cholelithiasis is also one of the most prevalent diseases affecting the gastrointestinal 
tract. Gallstones are a major cause of morbidity and mortality throughout the world. Progress in 
the understanding and treatment has been rapid during the past decades.  
Gallstones are composed mainly of cholesterol, billirubin and calcium salts, with smaller 
amounts of proteins and other materials. In western countries, cholesterol is the principal 
constituent of more than three quarters of gallstones, and many of these stones are more than 80 
percent cholesterol [115]. 
In the simpler sense, cholesterol gallstones form when the cholesterol concentration in 
bile exceeds the ability of bile to hold it in solution. Composition knowledge of gallstone is 
essential for understanding the pathogenesis of disease, which will contribute to the prevention of 
gallstone [116]. 
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4.3.1 TOF-SIMS analysis of cholesterol stone 
As-received gallstone was of an oval shape, extremely large in size (ca. 40 mm × 25 mm) 
about half the average size of gallbladder (ca. 80 mm × 40 mm) and the surface of gallstone was 
granular with light yellow color as shown in Figure 4.16. When cross sectioned, it was easy to 
cut, producing glistening and waxy crystals.  
 
Figure 4.16.  The surface and cross sectional view of gallstone identified as cholesterol. 
The positive TOF-SIMS spectrum of the sample prepared from the stone materials is 
shown in Figure 4.17a. The characteristic molecular ions were observed at m/z 401, 385, and 369. 
We assigned these peaks to cholesterol [28] (the molecular structure of cholesterol is shown in 








respectively. Identification and assignment of the latter two peaks is based on the cholesterol and 
lipid studies [117-120] with secondary ion mass spectrometry. Similar results have been reported 
using Ga
+
 projectile for cholesterol sample [117]. The ion peak at m/z 401 was observed due to 
oxidation of the prepared sample before introduction into the vacuum system. To confirm this 
fact, we prepared two samples: one was immediately loaded in the analysis chamber and the 
second was kept for ageing in a transparent plastic bottle for three days.  
The mass spectra of both samples are shown in Figure 4.17; the aged sample exhibits an 
increased intensity of [MO-H]
+
 at m/z 401, at the same time, the intensity of [M-OH]
+
 is reduced 
by the same factor. We did not observe any difference in the relative intensities of fragments in 
the m/z range of 0.5-100. The most abundant peaks in each Cn-group are identified at m/z 27, 43, 













The peaks at 27 and 69 have also some contributions of Al
+




 primary ions 
implanted into the sample. 
TOF-SIMS negative ion spectrum is shown in Figure 4.18, the main peaks are observed at 























, respectively. We did not observe heavy 
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negative molecular ions that might be due to the strong fragmentation of molecules under the 
higher-impact energy (ca. 19 keV) of the primary Ga
+
 ion beam. On the other hand, in the positive 
mode the impact energy of primary ions was only 9 keV.  
 
Figure 4.17. The positive TOF-SIMS mass spectra of gallstone: (a) freshly prepared sample and (b) after 3 
days of ageing in ambient conditions [28]. 
The SIMS spectrum shown in Figure 4.18b is from sample of same stone acquired after 
Ga+ beam pre-sputtering (ca. 5×10
13
 ions/cm2). We observed the carbon cluster formation 
because of preferential sputtering of H from the sample matrix. The main carbon cluster were 








). The hydrogenated, oxide and hydroxyl 
carbon cluster were also identified. Interestingly, these clusters were not observed with nitrogen 
which confirms the absence of any nitrogen containing compound. 
Chemical composition of gallstones is essential for dissolution therapy, however after the 
introduction of laparoscopic cholecystectomy for gallstone treatment, it is less important as to 
whether or not the main component of gallstone is cholesterol as it can be performed regardless of 
its composition. Moreover, gallstone composition information is still essential for understanding 
the pathogenesis and prevention of gallstones [116]. 
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Figure 4.18. The negative TOF-SIMS mass spectrum of the freshly prepared gallstone sample on Al (a) and 
indium substrate (b).   
The gallstones which contain more than 80% cholesterol are classified as pure cholesterol 
gallstones [116]. The cholesterol stones are also formed as a mixture with calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3) and bilirubin (C33H36N4O6). In our study [28], we identified gallstone as pure cholesterol 
with quasi-molecular ion peaks of [M-H]
+
 (m/z 385) and [M-OH]
+
 (m/z 369). These characteristic 
ion peaks in the present study are in accordance with cholesterol containing specimens [120] and 
pure cholesterol test samples studied with a number of primary ion sources to check the efficiency 
of the state of art SIMS [43]. Cholesterol in the mixed composition stones should have at least 





 at m/z 26 and 42, corresponding to bilirubin, which are completely absent in both 
SIMS modes. These ions are readily observed with high sensitivity and are already reported in 
pure as well as mixed human stone samples [26, 27]. We also observed the ions corresponding to 
cholesterol oxide at m/z 401 [MO-H]
+
 in the aged sample [28], which has not been reported so far. 
This fact demonstrates how quickly and readily one can identify the change in surface chemistry 
from SIMS data when compared to other stone analysis techniques.  
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5. TOF-SIMS analysis of calcium oxalate urinary stones  
In this chapter we will discuss the compositional analysis of calcium oxalate stones; 
whewellite and weddellite. The results of stone sample in which the presence of calcium formate 
was identified in Ghumman et al. [27] will also be presented; calcium formate is a rare phase of 
naturally occurring calcium oxalates. Moreover, the binary stones of calcium oxalate and uric acid 
developed as core and shell respectively in stone of an individual and vice versa in another 
individual’s stone will be presented. Finally we will summarize the results of nine stones (S1-S9) 
in which we identified calcium oxalate as major component while calcium phosphates as minor 
component.  
5.1 Calcium oxalate stones 
A majority of urinary stones are calcium stones with calcium oxalate (COX) and calcium 
phosphate (CaP) accounting for approximately 80% of total human urinary stones. The calcium 
oxalate stones are developed due to its super saturation in urine. The urine calcium oxalate super-
saturation cause crystal nucleation, aggregation of these crystals result in the formation of stones 
in the renal system.  
The calcium oxalates crystallize into three hydrates- calcium oxalate monohydrate 
(CaC2O4.H2O), calcium oxalate dihydrate (CaC2O4.(2+x) H2O) [121] where x≤ 0.5, and calcium 
oxalate trihydrate (CaC2O4.3H2O) (Deganello et al. 1981), a less common form in pathological 
stone formation. The higher level of super-saturation leads to more compact, hard, and possibly 
monohydrate stones while at lower saturation dihydrate phase is expected [121].  
The most frequent components are the calcium oxalate monohydrate and dihydrate 
known as whewellite and weddellite respectively in mineralogy. The occurrence frequency of 
whewellite is 78% and that of weddellite is 43%. A calcium oxalate trihydrate was described in 
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the literature [122], but the occurrence was not confirmed by other authors. Also the occurrence 
of a second form of calcium oxalate monohydrate has been observed [123]. The presence of 
another form of calcium oxalate as calcium formate (CaH2C2O4) in urinary stone was also 
reported in our study [27]. 
Whewellite stones usually have a dark brown or black color; the lighter the color, the 
higher the content of organic material. The surface is often granular and stones are very hard. 
Weddellite stones mostly have a loose structure with a gray-yellow color. Especially 
noteworthy are crystals of tetragonal-dipyramidal morphology. The crystals are sharp and in 
various orientations with the edges on the outer surface. The compact whewellite as core and the 
weddellite crystals on the surface of mixed stones of whewellite-weddellite are more often [124].  
The calcium oxalate stones show a large variety of morphological and structural forms of 
appearance due to the existence of the two hydrates levels (whewellite and weddellite) and the 
transformation phenomenon of weddellite into whewellite [125, 126]. 
In this study, we analyzed 9 urinary stones (Table 5.1) having verity of morphological 
structure and colors  in which calcium oxalate was identified as major component; here we will 
discuss some important results showing the potential of TOF-SIMS to recognize these stone 
components in pure (at least 95% calcium oxalate) and admixed stones. In this study we identified 
calcium oxalate as highly non-conductive when prepared as thick layer or pellet. So most of the 
samples were prepared on aluminum foil by rasping the powder produced from the urinary stones 
(cf. 3.6). The samples prepared by this method can be analyzed without charge neutralization 
which is generally achieved by flooding the low energy electrons for non-conductive specimens. 
For the samples prepared on indium such charge neutralization was achieved by electron flood 
gun.   
Table 5.1. Experimental conditions and classification of stones identified as calcium oxalate 






substrate used Classification with TOF-SIMS 
 
S1 Yes Al calcium oxalate 
S2 Yes Al calcium oxalate 
S3 * Indium calcium oxalate 
S4 * Indium calcium oxalate 
S5 Yes Al calcium oxalate (core) 
S6 Yes Al calcium oxalate (shell) 
S7 Yes Al calcium oxalate 
S8 Yes Al calcium oxalate 
S9 Yes Al calcium oxalate 
*The positive ion mass spectra shown in Figure 5.4 were acquired without pre-sputtering while the data 
presented in Table 5.2 for the respective stone samples correspond to mass spectra acquired after 
presputtering used for other samples. 
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5.1.1 TOF-SIMS analysis of whewellite and weddellite 
Three kidney stones were received from two patients. Stone shown in Figure 5.1a was 
obtained from one patient and two stones shown in Figure 5.1b were obtained from other patient 
in a single episode. According to the literature information on morphology the predicted 
whewellite stone (with dark color, Figure 5.1a) was very hard and compact as compared to 
expected weddellite stones (Figure 5.1b). When analyzed with TOF-SIMS the composition was 
quite similar except the amount of glycerol and water contents. 
a) (b)  
Figure 5.1: Typical morphology of (a) whewellite (S2) (calcium oxalate monohydrate) and (b) weddellite 
(calcium oxalate dihydrate) stones (S1). 
The representative positive ion mass spectrum from the weddellite (calcium oxalate 
dihydrate) stone (S1) is shown in Figure 5.2 in the mass range of 0-185. The characteristic ions of 






























, Ca2O2+, and Ca2O2H
+
 respectively. Trace amount of uric acid is also evident 
from the uric acid protonated molecule at m/z 169 [UA+H]
+





. The ion peak of Al
+
 at m/z 27 is from the aluminum substrate 
used. We also observed trace amount of sodium (Na
+
) at m/z 23, potassium (K
+
) at m/z 39, and 
calcium phosphate. The presence of calcium phosphate is evident from the ion peaks at m/z 31, 






. The core of the stone was relatively enriched 
of uric acid and calcium phosphate.  
The positive ion mass spectrum of whewellite (calcium oxalate monohydrate) stone (S2) 
is shown in Figure 5.3. The all characteristic ions of calcium oxalate discussed above were 
observed. The difference which we identified between two stones is the presence of higher 
content of glycerol (C3H8O3) in calcium oxalate monohydrate. The source of glycerol (i.e. lipids) 
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is already discussed in previous chapter. Identification of glycerol was made through its calcium 
adduct ion peaks observed at m/z 133 [Ca+Gly+H], 225 [Ca+2Gly+H]
+




Figure 5.2: Positive ions mass spectrum of weddellite (S1) shown in Figure 5.1b.  
 
Figure 5.3: Positive ion mass spectrum of whewellite (calcium oxalate monohydrate) stone (S2).  
As we discussed above, different phases of calcium oxalates mineralization incorporate 
different amounts of water. We did not observe water ion peak H3O
+
 (m/z 19) neither in the 
spectra shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 nor in the spectra acquired without pre-sputtering (not 




. The first is 
the most intense and hence could be used for phase identification along with principal elemental 
calcium (Ca
+
) ion peak. The relative intensity of CaOH
+
 strongly depends on the primary ion 
dose; higher primary ion dose give higher fragmentation resulting low relative intensity of 
CaOH
+
. One should keep in mind that these experiments were conducted in same conditions. We 




 (which is ca. 5 times higher than 
the static limits) before the spectral acquisition to eliminate hydrocarbon contaminants especially 
the C4H9
+
 interfering at m/z 57 corresponding to CaOH
+
.  The CaOH
+
 signals of 8.55% for S1 and 
13.78% for S2 of principal ion peak of calcium (Ca
+
) were observed.  We proposed the difference 
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in relative abundance of CaOH
+
 in two samples is due to two phases of calcium oxalate, i.e. 
CaC2O4.H2O and CaC2O4.2H2O. Each water molecule in the formula gives one OH group 
resulting 1:1 ratio in monohydrate and 1:2 ratio in dihydrate corresponding to Ca:OH in the 
molecular formula. Statistically 1:1 ratio for monohydrate gives maximum yield probability 
(0.50) for CaOH
+
 when compared to probability of 0.43 corresponding to 1:2 ratios for dihydrate. 
According to statistical predictions, the higher relative abundance in S2 could be due to 
monohydrate phase and comparative lower value in S1 corresponds to dihydrate phase of calcium 
oxalate.   
Another factor which might play role in higher ion yield of CaOH
+
 in calcium oxalate 
monohydrate is the 25% of hydrogen of water do not make further bonding in the crystal 
structure. This gives an easier pathway for CaOH
+
 emission when compared with dihydrate 
crystal where 100% water hydrogen makes further bonding in the crystal structure proposed in 
literature [121].  
In our extensive experimental study to correlate CaOH
+
 with experimental parameters, we 




 ratio from the surface prepared with bigger grain size of the 
powder particles as compared to very fine powder; we relate this fact to low amount of water loss 
in larger gain particles under UHV conditions, because they offer low surface area. In dynamic 
ion beam sputtering we observed increase in the CaOH
+
 followed by decrease under prolonged 
sputtering. The gain is due to cleaning effect and formation of great amount of OH
-
 ions that bond 
with calcium and hence gain was observed followed by loss of water. In conclusion, phase 
identification is not straightforward, although it is possible through controlled experimental 
parameters.      
The comparison between chemical compositions of two phases of calcium oxalate reveals 
marked similarities except the trace amount of other components identified in these samples. 
Results are in agreement with the associated chemical compositions of these stones with other 
techniques. The morphology of these stones correlates with the monohydrate [8] and dihydrate of 
calcium oxalate stones reported in literature [127]. TOF-SIMS being very sensitive gives 
structural information of trace contents of organic compounds which could be the nucleation 
substrates/promoter for these crystals. These results give us additional information about the 
water attachment with calcium in the crystal. The bonding of water with calcium is believed to be 
due to partial positive charge on calcium atoms, resulting in high intensity of CaOH
+
 ion peak at 
m/z 57 which is the 2
nd
 largest peak in the mass spectrum.  
It might be interesting to mention here that some of the characterization techniques 
commonly used is not suitable to give the structural information about the H2O molecule 
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associated attachment. Other techniques give only the water contents present which is normally 
complicated in admixed stones and do not give any information of admixed component. 
5.1.2 Identification of calcium formate in calcium oxalate stone  
In our study [27], we analyzed a human kidney stone (S3) containing calcium formate, 
Ca(HCO2)2 , which is used in the food industry as a food additive, denoted by E238. To the best 
of our knowledge this calcium formate phase has not been previously reported as being present in 
a kidney calculus. We clearly identified Ca(HCO2)2 by the detection of protonated calcium 
formate molecules in the positive secondary ion spectra. 
The sample S3 was analyzed for positive and negative mass spectra in the m/z range of 0-
500; the results were compared with those of known calcium oxalate stone S4. The positive ion 
mass spectra of two urinary stones (S3 and S4) are shown in Figures. 5.4a and 5.4b, respectively 
and the negative ion mass spectra of respective stones are shown in Figure 5.5.  
 
Figure 5.4. TOF-SIMS positive ion spectra of S3 (a) and S4 (b). 
 In positive ion mode (Figure 5.4), the major elemental component of these two stones is 
detected at m/z 40, Ca
+
, along with other characteristic ions at m/z at 56 (CaO
+
) and 57 (CaOH
+
), 
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it might be interesting to mention here that a number of authors have mentioned these ions from 
calcium phosphates [29 reference therein ]. In our study [26, 27, 29] we additionally reported 
doubly charged ion at m/z 20 (Ca
+2
), dimmer calcium Ca2
+
 (m/z 80), oxide of dimmer calcium 
Ca2O
+
 (m/z 96), dimmer of calcium Oxide Ca2O2
+
 (m/z 112), and the protonated dimmer at m/z 
113 [Ca2O2+H]
+
, the intensity of these peaks can be improved by pre-sputtering which is obvious 
for the spectra shown for S2 and S1 shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.5. TOF-SIMS negative ion spectra of S3 (a) and S4 (b). 
All these peaks are characteristic ion peaks of calcium oxalate already mentioned in 
above section. The two spectra look similar except for the presence of a peak at m/z 131 in Figure 
5.4a; this is also the most intense peak above m/z 100. We considered this ion to be protonated 
calcium formate [Ca(HCO2)2+H]
+
. All the peaks shown in Figure 5.4a, except for the protonated 
molecules at m/z 131, are similar to the characteristic peaks of calcium oxalate Ca(CO2)2 shown in 
Figure 5.4b. This indicates that the stone in S3 was calcified as calcium formate or, at least, 
induced in the presence of this component. Other minor components, which we found in this 
calculus, are uric acid, calcium phosphate, and glycerol. The presence of uric acid is evident from 
its protonated molecule [M+H]
+
 at m/z 169 as discussed in uric acid stone analysis. The presence 
of glycerol is obvious from its characteristic ion peak at m/z 149, respectively. In both samples the 
ion characteristic of the calcium phosphate was present at m/z 103 (CaPO2
+
) although its intensity 
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was very low compared with that of the ion at m/z 96 (Ca2O
+
) detected in the spectra taken after 
pre-sputtering, common both to the CP family and to calcium oxalate (not shown here, the two 





found to be ca. 0.2 compared with the values of 0.5 to 4.5 obtained for the CP reference samples 
reported [29]. 
Recently, in our SIMS quantification study [29] we found that S3 and S4 contain 
21.28±2.88 and 25.39±0.23 % assay composition of hydroxyapatite, respectively. The phase 
identification and quantification will be discussed in next chapter. In negative ion spectra (Figure 








 ions for both samples confirms the presence of 
calcium phosphate as minor component. The presence of fluorine and chlorine is also evident 
from the elemental ion peaks of F
-
 (m/z 19) and Cl
-
 (m/z 35/37) in both samples.  
5.1.3 Core and shell as complementary calcium oxalate and uric acid 
We found at least two binary compositional renal stones of calcium oxalate and uric acid 
in which core and shell were developed as calcium oxalate and uric acid in one stone, and vice 
versa in other stone.  
Four kidney stones (S5) of average size ca. 6 mm×6 mm with calcium oxalate core, 
shown in Figure 5.6 were obtained from a 73 years male patient in single episode. One can easily 
differentiate visually the core and shell through respective dark and light colors.  
 
Figure 5.6: visual appearance of stones (S5) with dark brown core and light yellow shell. 
The representative TOF-SIMS spectrum from the core of the stone (S5) with dark brown 











observed are identified and mentioned in the spectrum are representative of calcium oxalate . The 
relative intensity of CaOH
+
 was 9.5% of the Ca
+
 that is greater than the value obtained for S1 
(8.55%), sample was also hard, comparable to S2 and the color is also dark. From all these 
observation, we can propose the core as being whewellite.  We also observed the calcium adduct 
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) mentioned before corresponding to presence of trace amount of uric 
acid.  
The representative TOF-SIMS spectrum from the light yellow shell is shown in Figure 
5.7b in the m/z range 0-200, above m/z 100 the base peak corresponds to protonated uric acid 
molecules [UA+H]
+
 at m/z 169. Other fragments of uric acid are also evident in the mass 
spectrum which is already discussed in detail in previous chapter. In this sample the main peak 
corresponding to glycerol at m/z 149 is also evident in reasonable intensity compared to uric acid 
protonated molecule. 
 
Figure 5.7: Positive TOF-SIMS spectra from (a) the core and (b) shell of stone S5 
The set of mass spectra from the stone S6 (Figure 5.8) developed as calcium oxalate as 
shell on the uric acid core are shown in Figure 5.9.  We can clearly see the complementary 
composition through the characteristic peaks mentioned in the two spectra corresponding to uric 
acid as core and shell as calcium oxalate.  
The difference in the color is also evident; in multiple sampling we found more uric acid 
in inner layers of calcium oxalate shell with decreasing trend toward the surface of the stone. The 
clear rings in the inner layer of shell are believed to be uric acid and dark are of calcium oxalate 
as it is evident from the calcium oxalate spectrum representative of near surface area. 
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Furthermore, the relative intensity of CaOH
+
 peak shown in Figure 5.9b is 11.76% of the base 
peak of elemental calcium, stone was also hard comparable to S2. The morphological 
observations and the SIMS analysis support to phase of mineralogy as whewellite.    
 
Figure 5.8: visual appearance of stone (S6) with light yellow core and dark brown shell of layered texture. 
In the core sample, the ion peak at 149 corresponding glycerol is greater than that of 
protonated uric acid [UA+H]
+
. This relative intensity observed is also the greatest in uric acid 
samples analyzed so far with this technique. From this discussion one can conclude that core was 
mainly developed from glycerol by incorporation of uric acid crystals which are present even in 
healthy individuals.  
 
Figure 5.9: Positive TOF-SIMS spectra from (a) the core and (b) shell of stone S6 
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5.1.4 Compositional comparison of calcium oxalate stones with reference 
chemical 
In this study we found at least nine binary human renal stones (S1-S9) with calcium 
oxalate as major component and calcium phosphate less than 50%. The amounts of calcium 
phosphate for six stones were published by the author in Ghumman et al. [29].  Table 5.2 and 5.3 
show relative abundance of main characteristic peaks and the average intensity observed for these 
stones along with the reference calcium oxalate (Figure 5.2) reported in Ghumman et al. [29].  
Table 5.2. Positive secondary ions measured for urinary stones (S1-S5). 
Secondary ions samples 
m/z Species S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
20 Ca
2+
 0.103 0.161 0.252 0.427 0.231 
23 Na
+





) 1.170 0.744 0.461 0.541 0.687 
25 - 0.224 0.146 0.097 0.094 0.170 
26 - 0.234 0.242 0.151 0.100 0.230 
31 P
+
 0.032 0.037 0.154 0.108 0.056 
39 K
+
 0.450 1.201 0.763 1.834 1.413 
40 Ca
+
 100 100 100 100 100 
47 PO
+





) 0.068 0.132 0.174 0.164 0.177 
56 CaO
+
 1.428 2.915 2.256 2.179 2.245 
57 CaOH
+
 8.890 13.78 12.914 10.608 9.537 
80 Ca2
+
 0.043 0.071 0.049 0.061 0.072 
96 Ca2O
+
 0.171 0.345 0.182 0.133 0.184 
103 CaPO2
+
 0.014 0.021 0.040 0.048 0.032 
112 Ca2O2
+
 0.031 0.105 0.046 0.035 0.050 
113 Ca2O2H
+
 0.159 0.308 0.194 0.130 0.172 
119 CaPO3
+ 
0.009 0.014 0.025 0.013 0.017 
 
The original mass spectrum of the reference calcium oxalate is shown in Figure 5.10. To 
have overall impression of these results, the change in the relative abundance of these species for 
the stones compared to that of reference calcium oxalate monohydrate was calculated by 
subtracting the intensity of reference calcium oxalate (Figure 5.2) from the average intensities of 
nine stones (S1-S9). This change in intensity is plotted in Figure 5.11.  









is due to two factors; first the decrease in the calcium oxalate contents and second due to the 
overall increase in the Ca
+
 ion peak owing to calcium phosphate contents present in the stones. 
For all other species we observed relative enhancement in the intensities. The minimum change 
was observed for the water representing ion peak CaOH
+
 which is only 4.98 % of the relative 
intensity for COX compared to increase of 46.43% for CaO
+
. These results suggest that the 
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relative intensity of CaOH
+
 could be a good candidate to recognize the presence of calcium 
oxalate at low concentration in binary mixture with calcium phosphate. 
Table 5.3. Positive secondary ions measured for urinary stones (S1-S5), the average intensity of all nine 
samples (S1-S9), and calcium oxalate monohydrate (COX) reference chemical. 
Secondary ions samples 





 0.147 0.141 0.190 0.263 0.213 0.203 
23 Na
+





) 0.326 0.105 0.180 0.379 0.510 0.147 
25 - 0.086 0.027 0.094 0.105 0.116 0.030 
26 - 0.113 0.102 0.101 0.152 0.158 0.046 
31 P
+
 0.017 0.013 0.069 0.066 0.061 0.002 
39 K
+
 1.140 1.461 0.629 0.961 1.095 0.037 
40 Ca
+
 100 100 100 100 100 100 
47 PO
+





) 0.108 0.121 0.176 0.142 0.140 0.158 
56 CaO
+
 2.164 1.119 2.493 1.875 2.075 1.417 
57 CaOH
+
 11.763 7.717 11.455 6.549 10.357 9.865 
80 Ca2
+
 0.068 0.045 0.095 0.061 0.063 0.046 
96 Ca2O
+
 0.161 0.114 0.300 0.168 0.195 0.112 
103 CaPO2
+
 0.015 0.004 0.029 0.055 0.029 0.002 
112 Ca2O2
+
 0.020 0.023 0.075 0.038 0.047 0.021 
113 Ca2O2H
+
 0.068 0.134 0.298 0.113 0.175 0.104 
119 CaPO3
+
 0.007 0.007 0.016 0.012 0.013 0.002 
*The relative abundance of the ion species reported in reference [29]. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Positive ion mass spectrum of reference calcium oxalate.  
The alkali and alkali earth metals were also observed in urinary stones which is evident 
by the observed positive change, although for some of them the change is insignificant e.g. 
presence of magnesium as compared to sodium (Na
+
) and potassium (K
+
). Furthermore, the 
presence of calcium phosphates in the real stones is also evident from the positive change 








) as shown in Figure 5.11. The 
quantification of calcium phosphate contents in these stones will be discussed in next chapter, 
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these measurements for six stones out of these nine stone is already reported [29]. The method of 
phase identification of calcium phosphates and their quantification [29] in calcium oxalate stones 
will be presented in next chapter. 
 
Figure 5.11. The change in the relative intensity of indicated species from the reference calcium oxalate 
chemical.  
5.6 Doubly charged calcium ions yield enhancement 
The ion species mentioned in Table 5.2 and 5.3 are singly charged ions except elemental 
calcium at m/z 20 which we often observed and reported in our studies. The formation of these 
ions is due to its low second ionization potential (EII=11.87eV) when compared with other 





 depends on the primary ion dose, higher the dose lower the relative intensity of 
doubly charged calcium as shown in Figure 5.12c. The data shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3 was 
produced with same experimental conditions keeping in mind ion beam damage effects.     
Table 5.4. Ionization energy of few elements [National Physical Laboratory web site]. 
Element 1
st
 ionization energy (EI) 2
nd
  ionization energy (EII) 
Li 5.39 75.60 
Na 5.14 47.30 
Mg 7.65 15.04 
K 4.34 31.71 
Ca 6.11 11.87 






 is 4 times as bigger for S4 when compared with minimum 0.103% 




 ratios with the relative intensities of all other species shown in 
Table 5.2 and 5.3, we found linear correlation representing doubly charged calcium ions yield 









 is the representative of amount of 
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calcium phosphate, higher the ratio bigger the amount of incorporated calcium phosphate, method 
of estimation of calcium phosphate will be discussed in next chapter.  
From both these relations, we can conclude on the basis of Pupyshev et al. [128] study 
that presence of alkali metals and phosphate might decrease the total ionization potential (EI+EII) 
of the calcium present in matrix of the specimen or suppress the ionization of calcium neutrals 
while leaving the surface based on the electron tunneling model discussed in chapter#2. We will 
talk further on this issue in next chapter on the basis of amount of calcium contents in the matrix 
and other factors like amount of water etc where we observed more enhancements up to about 
1.78%, which is 1.78 times higher than the reported value in Pupyshev et al. [128].  
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6. TOF-SIMS analysis of calcium phosphate stones 
In this chapter the results of calcium phosphates reference chemicals as well as human 
urinary stones will be presented. Based on the SIMS data, we proposed a new method for phase 
identification of reference calcium phosphates; hydroxyapatite, tri-calcium phosphate, dehydrated 
brushite, and calcium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate. We will extend this model to 
recognize hydroxyapatite and brushite in mixed calcium oxalate stones and finally will use this 
method to quantify these components in real stone samples. 
6.1 Calcium phosphate stones 
The second major category of renal stones is calcium phosphate stones. Various calcium 
phosphate crystal phases occur in about one-third of stones; with apatite (apatite is a general term 
for calcium phosphate in which various anions, e.g. carbonate, fluoride, hydroxide, and chloride, 
are partially substituted) and brushite found most often admixed with calcium oxalates [129].  
Apatite (or carbonate apatite) is a very frequent stone component with a 33% occurrence 
rate. Brushite does not appear frequently (1–2% occurrence rate), but its frequency has increased 
in the last years. The other calcium phosphates such as whitlockite and octacalcium phosphate are 
very rare [124]. 
Apatite stones are of white or gray color. The surface is mostly smooth, and the 
consistency ranges from solid to loose. Brushite stones are usually very hard. The color differs 
between white and gray. They often have a cauliflower-like surface [124]. 
In this study, we analyzed 6 kidney stones (Table 6.1) in which calcium phosphate was 
present as major component; here we will discuss some important results showing the potential of 
TOF-SIMS to recognize these stone components in pure and admixed stones. Furthermore, the 
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quantification of calcium oxalate and calcium phosphates identified in urinary stones S1-S9 (see 
chapter 5) will also be presented using new procedure proposed in the present study [29].  








substrate used Classification with TOF-SIMS 
S10 Yes Indium brushite 
S11 Yes Indium hydroxyapatite + struvite 
S12 Yes Indium hydroxyapatite + calcium oxalate 
S13 Yes Indium hydroxyapatite + calcium oxalate 
S14 Yes Al hydroxyapatite + calcium oxalate 
S15 Yes Al hydroxyapatite + calcium oxalate 
S1-S9 see Table 5.1 
 
All reference samples presented in this chapter were prepared from the commercial 
chemical powders (Table 3.1) pressed on indium. The urinary stone samples were prepared on 
from their milled powder using indium and aluminum substrates according to two sample 
preparation techniques (cf. 3.6 and 3.7) for respective substrate. 
6.1.1 TOF-SIMS analysis of brushite stone 
This calculus (ca. 10mm×2.5mm in size) was sampled from a 76-year-old male patient 
with urolithiasis. The stone was very hard with a smooth surface of pale color.  
The negative ion mass spectra for this sample (S10), and monetite reference chemical, are 
shown in Figure 6.1. The main peaks in these spectra appeared at m/z 31, 47, 63 and 79, 
corresponding to POn
+
, where n=0-3. These ions confirm the presence of the phosphate; however, 
they cannot provide detailed compound information, as such ions are common for all calcium 
phosphate and struvite kidney stones. At the same time, the main ions representing oxalate are 







 ions. The trace amount of nitrogen containing component is present in the 





) although, no deprotonated ions were observed for uric acid. On the other hand, 
these peaks are absent or negligibly small for reference monetite (dehydrated brushite). To gain 
more structural and phase information, the positive ion spectra are crucial.  
The positive ion mass spectrum shown in Figure 6.2a is of synthetic CaHPO4 used as 
reference, while the top panel spectrum represents the kidney stone composition. In both spectra 
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respectively. The absence of Mg (most abundant isotope at m/z 24) confirms that the sample is 
neither struvite nor a mixture containing struvite; the analysis of this type of stones will be 
presented in next chapter. Calcium dihydrogen phosphate, hydroxyapatite and tri-calcium 
phosphate (discussed in next sections) exhibit the same ions; only differences in the ratio of 
intensities of some characteristic peaks help us to distinguish between the different phases. For 




 ratio is high, while for HAP and whitlockite (tri-calcium 
phosphate) it is low or close to unity. The peak for the dimeric ion Ca2
+
 at m/z 80 is also small for 
monetite. The presence of water component in the stone sample is also obvious from the relatively 




 compared to monetite, which is only the chemical difference between 
brushite and monetite. Thus, the comparison of the spectra of the kidney stone and the 
commercial reference compound clearly indicates that this kidney stone can be classified as 
brushite (calcium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate). Why it cannot be classified as any other phase 
of calcium phosphate, we have to go through the following sections.  
 
Figure 6.1. The re-examined [29] negative ion TOF-SIMS mass spectra of (a) reference monetite (CaHPO4, 
dehydrated brushite) and (b) stone (S10) reported in reference [26]. 
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 peaks are more pronounced 
and stable than other peaks, and they were deployed for phase identification in calcium phosphate 





, which were used by Chusuei et al. [34] for phase identification in various reference calcium 




 cluster ion bombardment in static SIMS regime. 
Later other authors [35] also tried phase identification with monatomic Cs
+
 as analytical primary 
ion sources but with less success. However, these studies are limited and insufficient for the study 
of real samples, such as kidney stones which are often admixed with other components like 
calcium oxalate and struvite; we will discuss in detail the phase identification of different calcium 
phosphates in next section. 
 
Figure 6.2. The re-examined [29] positive ion TOF-SIMS mass spectrum of (a) reference monetite 
(CaHPO4) and (b) stone (S10) reported in reference [26]. 
6.1.2 TOF-SIMS analysis of hydroxyapatite stone 
Apatite is the most frequent calcium phosphate component in the renal stones. In this 
study we found these stones often admixed with calcium oxalate, and struvite as major and minor 
component. The morphology of the stone characterized as apatite is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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The representative spectra of the stone (S11) and reference apatite are shown in Figure 








, which we also 
observed in the case of brushite as discussed earlier. Fluorine (F
-
 m/z 19), chlorine (Cl
-
 m/z 35, 




 were also identified which are associated 





was also 3 times higher than in the reference apatite which might be due to water 
containing component, such as struvite.  However, complete identification was achieved through 
positive spectra.  
  
Figure 6.3. The morphological appearance of apatite stone (S11), two different views of same stone. 
 
Figure 6.4. Negative TOF-SIMS spectra of (a) reference hydroxyapatite (HAP) and of (b) renal stone (S11). 
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The positive ion spectrum shown in Figure 6.5a is of a reference hydroxyapatite (HAP), 
while the top panel (Figure 6.5b) represents the kidney stone (S11) composition. In both spectra 
the main ions are found at m/z 20, 31, 40, 47, 56, 57, 80, 96,103, 119, 159 and 175 same as in the 

























, respectively. The relative 
signal intensities of the stone (S11) is very close to the relative signal intensities of reference 
HAP. In both, stone and reference samples we observed CaCl
+
 ion peaks at m/z 75/77 which is 
relatively strong especially in stone sample as compared to brushite stone (S10) due to strong 
association of chlorine with apatite, the higher relative abundance at m/z 77 is due to interfering 
hydrocarbon ion species. The presence of Mg (most abundant isotope at m/z 24) was also 
identified in reference as well as stone sample, in case of stone it is due to struvite component 
while in reference apatite is due to magnesium impurity (0.2%) . The major phase identification 




 of 1.0 which is quite 





due two reasons;  











































































































































































Figure 6.5. Positive TOF-SIMS spectra of (a) reference HAP and of (b) renal stone (S11) 
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(1) the relative low ion beam damage which is evident through the re-sputtered 
accumulative gallium signal intensity of 0.23% (stone) compared to 0.46% (HAP) of calcium ion 
peak,  




 ) and alkali earth (Mg
+
) metals which are in reasonable 
amount. The presence of hydroxyl (OH) component in the stone sample is also obvious from the 




 compared to monetite (Fig 2a). In conclusion the kidney 
stone was identified as apatite.  
6.1.3 TOF-SIMS analysis tri-calcium phosphate 
We did not identify any Tri-calcium phosphate (TCP) as major stone component because 
this type of calcium phosphate is very rare; its occurrence frequency is as low as 0.03% as major 
component and 0.1% is its total occurrence rate [124].  However, we found TCP as mixture with 
struvite, with component occurrence frequency of  30%, and will be discussed later in next 
chapter concerning struvite analysis; here we will only present the results of reference TCP 
chemical.  
The positive and negative mass spectra are shown in Figure 6.6. The negative ions spectra 








) which are already discussed previously in 
hydroxyapatite and brushite analysis. The abundance of relative intensities of these species are 
quite similar to that observed for hydroxyapatite and monetite but different to that of brushite.  




 (0.04) is quite same as that of HAP (.05), although it is a bit smaller. The 
signal intensities of chlorine and fluorine are smaller than that of HAP. In conclusion, it is quite 
difficult in negative ion mode to differentiate between TCP and HAP because of their quite 
similar chemical compositions of Ca0.6(PO4)0.4 and Ca0.55(PO4)0.33(OH)0.11 except absence and 
presence of hydroxyl (OH) group, whose effect is usually suppressed by the water adsorption, 
present even under UHV conditions. Others have also reported difficulty in the identification of 
these two calcium phosphates in the negative ion mode [130]. However, we have successfully 
identified the two phase of calcium phosphate in positive ion mode. 
The positive ion spectrum of reference TCP is shown in Figure 6.6a. We observed almost 
twice the total ion yield compared to HAP under same experimental conditions. Almost three 














 which is higher than HAP depending on the stoichiometric PO4/Ca ratio, 
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, this trend we observed 
in general for all calcium phosphates even when mixed with calcium oxalate.  
 
Figure 6.6. Positive (a) and negative ions (b) TOF-SIMS spectra of reference TCP Ca3(PO4)2.  
6.2 Phase identification of calcium phosphates 
In the present study, chemical composition of 38 real human stones was measured and 
compared with the results obtained for the reference chemicals. We found 14 stones containing 
calcium oxalate (as major or minor component) with calcium phosphates, struvite, and uric acid. 
Here, we will discuss the phase identification of the synthetic calcium phosphates and their 
quantifications in twelve human calculi identified as calcium oxalate, calcium phosphates, and 
their mixtures.  
The main positive secondary ions observed for calcium oxalate monohydrate (COX), 
hydroxyapatite (HAP), tri-calcium phosphate (TCP), dehydrated brushite (DB), and calcium 
dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate (CDHP) are listed in Table 6.2, the representative mass 
spectra of these reference chemicals are already discussed before except calcium dihydrogen 
phosphate monohydrate. The representative mass spectrum calcium dihydrogen phosphate 
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monohydrate is shown in the appendix B. The peak intensities were integrated within ±0.5 m/z 




 peak. The sum of the peak intensities (in counts per second) 
for every sample studied is presented at the bottom of the Table 6.2.  
Table 6.2: Positive secondary ions measured for calcium oxalate monohydrate (COX), hydroxyapatite 
(HAP), tri-calcium phosphate (TCP), dehydrated brushite (DB) and calcium di-hydrogen phosphate 
monohydrate (CDHP) reference chemicals. 
Secondary ions Reference sample 
m/z Species COX HAP TCP DB CDHP 
20 Ca
2+
 0.203 0.083 0.037 0.165 1.781 
23 Na
+





) 0.147 0.217 0.019 0.005 1.846 
25 - 0.029 0.040 0.004 0.003 0.269 
26 - 0.046 0.045 0.007 0.031 0.292 
31 P
+
 0.002 0.026 0.008 0.042 0.630 
39 K
+
 0.037 0.042 0.013 0.150 0.682 
40 Ca
+
 100 100 100 100 100 
47 PO
+





) 0.158 0.038 0.010 0.029 0.270 
56 CaO
+
 1.417 0.906 0.367 0.946 2.304 
57 CaOH
+
 9.864 3.189 1.284 1.166 1.583 
69 Ga
+
 0.780 0.265 0.055 0.127 0.913 
71 Ga
+
 0.192 0.159 0.030 0.066 0.506 
80 Ca2
+
 0.046 0.020 0.006 0.013 0.030 
96 Ca2O
+
 0.111 0.051 0.023 0.032 0.025 
103 CaPO2
+
 0.001 0.036 0.026 0.169 0.542 
112 Ca2O2
+
 0.021 0.012 0.006 0.011 0.012 
113 Ca2O2H
+
 0.103 0.026 0.014 0.016 0.012 
115 In
+
 0.007 0.003 0.001 0.015 0.050 
119 CaPO3
+ 
0.001 0.007 0.004 0.038 0.181 
 Sum (cps) 649 ± 1 5171 ± 3 8705 ± 4 14073 ± 5 1367 ± 2 
 
All the reference samples are characterized by the same peaks but with different relative 












) metals were observed for all reference chemicals as well as for the real 
samples excepting Mg
+
; hydrocarbons were completely removed by pre-sputtering (ion-beam 
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etching), whereas other species were only partially eliminated. The Ga
+
 peaks in Table 6.2 were 
originated from the implanted primary ions after pre-sputtering. The high relative signal of 




, and it might also be due to 
greater gallium dose used. However, in the real samples, the intensity of gallium was less than 
0.75% of the principal calcium ion signal. 
In the negative spectra, the presence of phosphate (PO4) is usually justified via their 






), and 78 (PO3
-
), which are the characteristic peaks 





 peak intensities for phase identification in six reference calcium phosphates, 











 ratio was found to be within the range from 0.51 to 2.6. In 
both these studies, the poor phase identification was reported for HAP and TCP, and the authors 
[34, 35] concluded that in case of the routine analysis of real samples with impurities, these 
phases might be undistinguishable. However, the DB and CDHP were easily distinguishable from 
each other and, from HAP and TCP. The standard deviation (SD) of the peak ratios for these four 
calcium phosphates is ca. 0.83 [35].  G. Schubert et al. [124] reported 78.9% of human calculi are 
of calcium oxalate (70%), calcium phosphates (1.5%) and their mixtures (7.4%). This scenario 
can be different depending upon the geographical origin of the sampling; the quantification of 
calcium phosphate can be quite complicated using negative SIMS mode for these complex 
samples. We used this mode only to confirm the presence of phosphate in the reference chemicals 




 in all samples 
with and without pre-sputtering because of their high secondary ion yields. 
 In positive SIMS mode, the molecular ions (polyatomic ions), containing both 
electropositive and electronegative elements are observed allowing the quantification of stone 
components by selecting the most reliable characteristic peaks. We selected four molecular ion 








), and 103 (CaPO2
+
) for phase 
identification in CPs and for quantification of that component in binary stones. In our 





 ratio is reproducible and ranges from ca. 0.9 for HAP to 9.0 for CDHP 




 depends on the elemental concentration in 
molecular formula of calcium phosphate that increases with the increase of Ca content. Also, the 
intensity of CaPO2
+
 increases with the increase of PO4 concentration in the molecular formula. 




 ranges from ca. 0.7 to 21 with SD ca. 9.88 for CP group 
having the PO4/Ca ratio in their molecular formulae of 0.6 (HAP), 0.67 (TCP), 1.0 (DB), and 2.0 
(CDHP). The standard deviation achieved in our approach is much better than the earlier reported 
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ratios for four reference calcium phosphates versus the stoichiometric PO4/Ca ratio in their 
molecular formulae are shown in Figure 6.7. The large dynamic range (confidence interval) of 
these ratios guaranties reliable phase identification within CP group. In Figure 6.7, one can see 
that the stoichiometric PO4/Ca ratio in HAP and TCP are rather close; the phase identification 
based upon only one pair of the peak ratio might be difficult if the experimental conditions were 




 ratio considerably decreases 
after pre-sputtering because of the higher sputter yield of phosphate (9.71) as compared with 




 ratio increases because of efficient sputtering of hydrogen 
(36.09) (the sputter yields were measured upon 5 keV Ga
+
 bombardment at an incident angle of 
88º [131]). An error because of the difference in sputter yields can be minimized via the separate 
quantification using two ratios with subsequent averaging of the obtained results. For the stone 
samples, we mapped the two ratios in the respective graphs at average content of calcium 
phosphate giving minimum standard error (SE), calculated from the two ratios for COX with DB 
and HAP.  
 








 measured for four calcium 
phosphate references versus their stoichiometric PO4/Ca ratio. 











 ions and, at the same time, by the absence of all phosphate 
containing ion peaks both in positive and negative mass spectra [26, 27, 29]. In our study, we 
found three pure (above 95%) COX with both the above mentioned peak ratios close to zero and 








 ratio of 4.77; this sample 
is distinguished as brushite (S10) according to the data shown in Figure 6.8(a) and (b). The 
dehydrated brushite exhibits these peak ratios of 3.84 and 5.14, respectively. In real human 
stones, we have not obtained these pair of peak ratios higher than in the sample (unique) 
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distinguished as brushite calculi. The peak ratios for CDHP (9.17 and 21.70) are much bigger than 
in the case of DB; one can say with certainty that the calcification of CDHP as human stone is 
negligible. The remaining eleven calculi are the mixture of calcium oxalate as major or minor 
component with calcium phosphates.  
 








 measured for binary mixture of 
COX with DB [(a) and (b)] and HAP [(c) and (d)] versus their percentage in total mass. The pair of peaks 
ratios is also plotted for the real human calculi S1–S10, S12-S15 indicating by open circles, for renal 
stones cross reference with Ghumman et al. [29] look at Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3. Names assigned to urinary stones in present work and reference [29] 
Present work S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 
Reference [29] S6 -- S8 S5 -- -- S7 S2 S4 S1 -- S3 -- -- -- 
 
Samples prepared of the reference binary mixture of calcium phosphates HAP and DB 
with COX mostly occurring in human stones were analyzed. The same two pair of the peaks, 
which were used for phase identification in pure references, was selected. The idea behind this 
selection was that when we mixed calcium phosphate with calcium oxalate, the calcium 
concentration increases as compared with PO4 contents. Higher calcium concentration gives 
increased intensity of Ca2O
+
; also, the intensity of CaPO2
+
 decreases because of the overall 
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decrease in calcium phosphate concentration. The ratio of these peaks was calculated and plotted 
in Figure 6.8 as a function of percentage mass concentration. In the case of DB, the increasing 







) increases from 0 (COX) to ca. 0.97 (HAP) as a function of HAP 




 ratio increases and saturates at 
75% and then decreased for 100% HAP.  
We incline to attribute such behavior to an increase in the ion yield of Ca2O
+










 exhibits the greatest gain as against Ca2O
+
 intensity as shown in Figure 6.9. For 
various HAP concentrations in COX, the pair of peak ratios is within the range from 0 to 1, 
whereas for DB mixture, the peak ratios increase from 0 to 5. The real human stones, giving these 
peak ratios above 1.0, are distinguished as brushite mixture, whereas it is rather difficult to do for 
the peak ratios less than 1.0. However, the identification and quantification of calcium phosphate 
are feasible by considering the total ion yield of all characteristic peaks including the intensity of 
doubly charged calcium positive ions at m/z 20. The relative different ion yield observed for 
doubly charged calcium will be discussed in next section. 
 
Figure 6.9. Positive TOF-SIMS spectrum of reference binary mixture of COX (25%) and HAP (75%). 
For thirteen real stones, these ratios were found <1.0. One can see that the human calculi 
designated in Figure 6.8 as S1, S5-S8,  and S10 best match with dehydrate brushite for both peak 
ratios with the estimated percentage of mass concentration (mean value±SE) ca. 7.43±0.80, 
13.53±1.11, 9.26±1.71, 2.99±1.11, 8.07±0.21, and 100±0.00, respectively. The S2–S4, S9, and 
S12-S15 samples are more likely the mixture of HAP and COX with the estimated percentage of 
ca. 4.71±0.62, 21.28±2.88, 25.39±0.23, 22.83±2.24, 52.69±3.09, 66±1.50, 64±1.50, and 92±2.50 
respectively. Here, it might be interesting to mention that the stones identified as mixture with 
HAP have Na
+
 ion signals ranging from 20% (S12) to 3.3% (S2) of principal ion peak of calcium 
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 in all 
stone were less than 4.5% (S12) and 1.8% of the Ca
+
, respectively. The S11 is not included in the 
graph due to presence of ca. 15% stoichiometric struvite component with ca. 84% hydroxyapatite 
which will be discussed in next chapter. 
6.2.1 Matrix dependent ion yield observed for doubly charged calcium (Ca
+2
) 
In this study, we only observed doubly charged specie of calcium in accountable relative 
intensity. In previous chapter we correlated the relative ion yield of the doubly charged calcium 
with the presence of matrix species present in the sample. Here we found different relative 
intensity of Ca
+2
 for reference calcium phosphates as shown in Table 6.2. The physical relation 
which we found is the % atomic contents of calcium in the matrix. The Ca
+2
 increases (mainly due 
to presence of P and O) with decreasing % calcium atomic concentration in the analyte sample as 




) measured in this study is 1.78 
%  for calcium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate (Ca(H2PO4)2·H2O) this value is 1.78 times 
higher than the reported value in Pupyshev et al. using inductively coupled plasma discharge 
technique [128].   
  
Figure 6.10. The relative ion yield of doubly charged ion (Ca
+2
) for different synthetic calcium phosphates. 
In the present study, we observed increase in the calcium containing polyatomic ion 
signals (especially CaPO2
+
) with the increase in the doubly charged calcium (Ca
+2
) for different 
synthetic calcium phosphates, which became the basis of the new proposed method for the phase 
identification of different calcium phosphates [29]. Hence, the relative intensity of doubly charged 
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7. TOF-SIMS analysis of struvite stones 
In this chapter, we will present the results of 13 struvite stones by comparing the results 
with that of reference chemicals where required. We found these stones as pure (more than ca. 
95% struvite), mixture with urates, calcium phosphates, TCP and HAP. We proposed the phase 
identification of these phosphates by comparing with that of reference chemical mixtures. We also 
quantified their contents in struvite stones by using the relative sensitive factors (RSFs) calculated 
for the reference chemical mixtures. We did not find any struvite stone containing calcium oxalate 




 in these stones. 
We found Na
+
 association with calcium phosphate and that of K
+
 with struvite; we also confirmed 
same associations of these elements in a single sample by using micro-analysis TOF-SIMS 
imaging mode. 
7.1 Struvite stones 
Struvite, another mineral entirely constituting some of the stones analyzed, it is a low 
stability mineral that is easily altered by volatile loss, mainly H2O, but also N2 [132]. Struvite may 
transform to newberyite as a result of NH4 volatilization [133]. Heating struvite at temperatures as 
low as 50 °C can cause irreversible transformations. Struvite was first discovered by a Swedish 
geologist named Ulex in 1845 after studying bat guano. He named it after his friend and mentor, 
the nineteenth century Russian diplomat and naturalist Baron von Struve (1772–1851). Struvite, a 
crystalline substance, is composed of magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate 
(MgNH4PO4∙6H2O). Von Struve had published one of the earliest scholarly geological works in 
1807 entitled ―Mineralogical Memoirs‖. 
Struvite urinary stones have also been referred to as ―infection stones‖ and ―triple 
phosphate‖ stones. Early chemical analyses of these stones demonstrated the presence of calcium, 
magnesium, ammonium, and phosphate, a total of three cations and one anion. Carbonate ions 
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were also commonly identified; they were assumed to be associated with calcium as calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3). Other terms for these calculi include magnesium ammonium phosphate 
(MgNH4PO4∙6H2O), calcium carbophosphate, carbonate apatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH,CO3), and urease 
—an enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia due to 
presence of urea splitting bacteria. Modern crystallographic analyses have shown that human 
―struvite‖ stones are a mixture of struvite (MgNH4PO4∙6H2O) and carbonate-apatite 
Ca10(PO4)6(OH,CO3). In some stones, struvite may be more abundant, whereas in other stones 
apatite may predominate. Evidence links the formation of struvite and carbonate-apatite stones to 
urinary infection. 
Struvite often forms with apatite mixed stones in the form of big staghorn stones. The 
color is mostly white to light gray. In most cases, they have a loose consistency. Struvite stones 
are easily recognizable due to their large size and coral form. Despite their porosity, these stones 
were among the heaviest samples (average weight 155mg) [129]. 
The results of 13 stones listed in Table 7.1 will be presented in this chapter. The samples 
were prepared on indium and aluminum substrates according to two sample preparation 
techniques discussed in chapter 3 for respective substrate. 
Table 7.1. Experimental conditions and classification of stones identified as struvite 






substrate used Classification  with TOF-SIMS 
 
STRU1 * Indium Struvite + TCP 
STRU2a Yes Indium Struvite + iodine 
STRU2b * Indium Struvite + urates 
STRU3W Yes Indium Struvite +TCP 
STRU3B Yes Indium Struvite +HAP 
STRU4 Yes Al Struvite + HAP 
STRU5 Yes Indium Struvite + HAP 
STRU6 Yes Al Struvite (core)+ K urate (shell) 
STRU7 Yes Indium Struvite + HAP 
STRU8 Yes Indium Struvite+ TCP 
STRU9 Yes Indium Struvite +HAP 
ǂSTRU10 Yes Al Struvite + HAP 
STRU11 Yes Indium Struvite + HAP 
STRU12 Yes Al Struvite + HAP 
STRU13 Yes Indium Struvite  
Star (*) indicated that spectra shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.5b were acquired without presputtering while 
used for quantification in Table 7.3 were acquired after presputtering. The symbol (ǂ) indicates dog stone.  
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 was used for the mass spectra used 
for the quantification to remove the trace amount of hydrocarbons present on the surface and to 
stimulate the ion emission of inorganic components. For each sample we also acquired mass 
spectra without presputtering to confirm the presence/absence of any organic component in stone 
composition. Potassium and sodium urate components were identified more often in struvite 
stones.   
7.2 TOF-SIMS analysis of Struvite stones 
We analyzed pure struvite stones as shown in Figure 7.1, were having very well defined 
shape and color from transparent to white. The white color especially of stone surface is due to 
surface dehydration even at room temperature. We found these stones with high degassing when 
moved in UHV for analysis that is believed due to 49% volatile composition comprising 6 water 
molecules and an ammonia in stoichiometric molecular formula.  
 
Figure 7.1: The visual appearance of struvite stones (STRU1). 
The TOF-SIMS negative ion spectrum of this stone along with reference struvite is shown 
in Figure 7.2. The typical ions observed for the stone (STRU1) and reference struvite are the same 








 at the respective 
m/z of 31, 47, 63, and 79 respectively. The relative abundance (%) of these species (Table 7.2) are 
quite similar for the stone and reference struvite but quite different when compared with calcium 
phosphates e.g. HAP. It is quite easy to confirm the presence of phosphate through negative ion 
spectrum but it does not give any information about the electropositive species present in the 
specimen. 
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Table 7.2: relative abundance (%) of phosphate ions for reference chemicals and real stone samples. 
Ion species stone(STRU1) reference struvite reference HAP HAP stone(S11) 
P- 1.21 0.37 3.82 6.66 
PO- 1.97 0.73 5.91 5.41 
PO2- 52.89 57.96 75.18 62.91 
PO3- 43.91 40.93 15.07 24.99 
 
 
Figure 7.2. Negative TOF-SIMS spectra of reference struvite (a) and of renal stone (STRU1) (b) shown in 
Figure 7.1. 
The positive ion TOF-SIMS spectra of the stone and reference sample are shown in 







m/z 15, 17,and 18 respectively, corresponding to ammonia present in the stoichiometric formula. 
The presence of magnesium is obvious form its elemental ion peaks of Mg
+
 at m/z 24/25/26 and 
interfering hydrated ion of MgH
+





 are also observed at m/z 41and 87, respectively. The ion peak of MgPO2
+
 is not very 
clear due to interfering organic peaks, we clearly observed it in the mass spectrum acquired after 
presputtering (not shown here) which we will see later in this chapter in other sample.   In the 
stone sample we observed potassium K
+






 sputtered spectrum) interference 
signal with C3H3
+
 at m/z 39 relatively larger than sodium intensity signal of Na
+







 sputtered spectrum) at m/z 23. It is interesting to note here that we did not observed 
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potassium greater than sodium in calcium oxalate, calcium phosphates and of their admixed 
compositional stones. We also observed calcium phosphate ion peaks in the stone sample and 
confirmed their presence in Ga
+
 sputtered spectrum (not shown) but the amount of this component 
is less than 1%. The quantification of Calcium phosphate (CaP) in admixed struvite will be 
discussed later. 
 
Figure7.3: Positive TOF-SIMS spectra of reference struvite (a) and of renal stone (STRU1) (b) shown in 
Figure 7.1 
7.3 TOF-SIMS analysis of struvite stones mixed with urates 
In our study, we found struvite containing stones, mixed with other urinary components 
such as calcium phosphate and uric acid. we also observed potassium and sodium urates in 
struvite stones. Here we will present the chemical analysis of two stones (STRU2a and STRU2b) 
belonging to a three-year-old patient hospitalized with a diagnosis of nephro- and bladder 
lithiasis. This patient underwent two surgical procedures: the removal of the right kidney and 
ureter, and the removal of stones from the bladder. However, one stone (STRU2a) was 
spontaneously expelled; it was ca. 6mm × 4mm in size, soft, with a rough surface of yellow color. 
Other stone (STRU2b) was removed by surgery in second episode; it was larger than the previous 
one (ca. 12mm × 10mm) but exhibited the similar visual characteristics.  
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Figure 7.4 shows the negative TOF-SIMS spectra of these renal stones. The main ions 
that were detected in the reference chemical, shown in Figure 7.2a (POn
-
, where n=0-3), were also 




 ions were also 




 ions (Figure 7.4(a)) is related to the 
medical history of the patient. These ions are not characteristic for kidney calculi and they were 
not detected for the other samples. This patient had actually undergone X-ray examination before 
surgery to remove the kidney stone and iodine staining had been used for enhanced visualization 
of the stone.  
 
Figure 7.4. Negative ion spectra of STRU2a (a) and STRU2b (b)  




 ions, the deprotonated uric acid molecule 
at m/z 167 and the corresponding fragment ion at m/z 124 [M–H–HCNO]
-
 were also detected 
(Figure 7.4(b)). These ions confirmed the presence of uric acid in the sample. For STRU2a, 




 ions is ambiguous.  
The positive ion spectra of these stones shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 help to elucidate this 
point. The presence of Mg
+
 at m/z 24 along with the phosphate ions detected in the negative ion 
mode   (Figure 7.4) indicates that the kidney stones are mainly composed of struvite. For STRU2a 
(Figure 5a), the dominant peak in the low mass range is Na
+
, mainly resulting from the iodine 







, which originated from calcium phosphate although it is only a minor component. The 
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ions, respectively, confirm the presence of uric acid in STRU2b. For this sample the presence of 







respectively. This compound is not a kidney calculi component but it is an antiurolithic agent used 
as urinary acidifier. This component is unique for this stone; we have not detected its presence in 
any other stone analyzed in the present study. 
 
Figure 7.5. Positive ion spectra of STRU2a (a) and STRU2b (re-analyzed) (b)[26]. 
 
Figure 7.6: continuation of Figure 7.5b.    
 We also observed the sodium and potassium urate characteristic peaks (Figure 7.6) in the 
STRU2b proposed at m/z 207, 213, 229, 245, 251, 267 and 283 corresponding to [K+UA]
+
, 
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, respectively.[27, 96], The intensities of these peaks are 
smaller than the uric acid protonated molecules [UA+H]
+
 at m/z 169, while vice versa in the 
reported studies, which confirm the presence of uric acid along with its urates.        
7.4 TOF-SIMS analysis of struvite stone containing calcium 
phosphate 
We have already discussed that struvite is identified from the presence of NH4 ion at m/z 






 ion in the positive spectrum, but it might be difficult to 
say about the calcium phosphate in the mixture with struvite just from the elemental Ca+ ion peak 
at m/z 40. This ion could be from the calcium phosphate or calcium oxalate. We did systematic 
study on admixed struvite with calcium oxalate and calcium phosphates reference chemicals. This 
study will also be helpful to clearly identify which component it is and semi-quantitative idea of 
its contents. 
As negative mass spectrum will not be too much informative except to confirm the 
phosphate‘s presence which might be due to struvite, calcium phosphate, or due to presence of 
both components. However, positive spectrum is much informative and could be used to identify 
both components.    
Here we will present the results of a stone (STRU3) in which we found tri-calcium 
phosphate, hydroxyapatite and struvite in the in a single stone shown in Figure 7.7. Quantification 
was also achieved and revealed it as struvite (>98%) with major component.  The two positive ion 
spectra (Figure8) from the stone shown in Figure 7 are representative of white and brown parts of 
stone. The spectra shown were acquired under same experimental conditions after short Ga
+
 
sputtering with similar dosage. 
 
Figure 7.7: stone STRU3 showing layers of struvite (white slab) with calcium phosphate (brown) developed 
on it top. 
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In the spectrum obtained from the white part of the STRU3, shown in Figure 7.8a, the 
















the more intense peak of NH4
+
 in the spectrum acquired without any pre-sputtering corresponding 
to ammonium which is stoichiometric component of struvite. Hence, these results, without any 
doubt show the presence of struvite. 






















 (1.5) we identified it as tri-calcium phosphate, amounting 1.05%. The quantification 




) obtained for the reference 
mixture of struvite and TCP corresponding to relative atomic concentration of 0.237 for Ca/Mg in 
the resulting mixture (Table 7.3). 
 
Figure 7.8: The positive ions spectra from the stone STRU3 corresponding to (a) white and (b) brown 
parts.  
Similar ion peaks were observed for the brown part of the stone STRU3 as shown in 
Figure 7.8b; visually this part is quite different. The presence of struvite and calcium phosphate is 
obvious from the similarity of the two spectra, but the relative abundances of calcium phosphate 













 (4.6) is 3 times bigger than 1.5 
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 gives the presence 
of OH group in the calcium phosphate which is only characteristic of hydroxyapatite. 




 compared to TCP is due to low PO4/Ca ratio in 
the stoichiometric formula of hydroxyapatite. Hence, brown part of the stone was composed of 
struvite and HAP with molecular stoichiometric contents of 96.83% and 3.17%, respectively. The 
presence of two phases of calcium phosphate, although in trace amount indicate the change in 
physiological conditions during the stone development. We observed higher signal intensity of 
sodium (8.31% of Ca
+
Mg) in sample with HAP compared to 5.12% in the TCP containing 
sample. The potassium signals were 9.52% and 8.71% in respective samples. In our previous 
study we reported sodium in the range of 5-20% while potassium signal was 0-4.5% of principal 
ion peak of calcium for binary stones of calcium oxalate and HAP [29].      
Here for the present sample, we confirmed the absence of calcium oxalate and brushite on 




 using new method of phase identification and quantification 
proposed for calcium phosphates in struvite samples which will be discussed in following section. 
7.5 Phase identification of calcium phosphate in struvite 
The positive TOF-SIMS spectrum of a mixture containing reference synthetic chemicals 
of calcium oxalate and struvite in equal weight proportions (resulting Mg0.37Ca0.63 concentration) 
is shown in Figure 7.9a. The main ions of both components are present with negligible adduct ion 
signal of CaPO2
+










 greater than unity for the stones with presence of struvite component. From these 
facts, we can conclude that struvite stones are not developed with calcium oxalate as major or 
minor component, however, exceptions are always present. The presence of CaPO2
+
 peak could 
then only be due to presence of calcium phosphates i.e. brushite, HAP, and TCP etc. 
The positive spectrum from the reference chemical mixture of CaHPO4 (dehydrated 
brushite) and struvite is shown in Figure 7.9b, with the presence of all calcium/magnesium 
elemental and polyatomic ion peaks for both admixed components discussed before, and are 




, and very 
small peak of NH4
+
 (m/z 18), the low signal of later peak is due to Ga
+
 sputtering used before the 
spectral acquisition. The polyatomic calcium phosphate ion peak of CaPO2
+
 is apparent with 
really good intensity as compared to Ca2O
+




 (4.93) obtained from this 
spectrum is very close to literature value of 5.14 for reference CaHPO4 [29]. We revealed from 
these results that the phase identification of CaHPO4 remains conserved even it is present in the 
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 greater than 2.25 for real samples (STRU1-STRU12). We always found this value 
from 1.0-2.25 which is obvious in Table 7.3, giving brushite occurrence frequency of 0 in struvite 
stones.  
 
Figure 7.9:  The positive SIMS spectra of (a) struvite (50%) and calcium oxalate (50%), and (b) struvite 
(75%) and monetite (dehydrated brushite) (25%). 
The presence of HAP in struvite stones is well known from the literature and its 
identification with other techniques is frequently reported but the association of TCP with struvite 
is not often reported by other techniques. These two phases of CaPs are quite similar and a 





 ratio from 1.0-1.5 we considered them as HAP with second component as struvite, while 
the stones giving this value from 1.5 to 2.25 are considered as TCP and struvite as shown in Table 
7.3. 




 (2.01) is observed for the mixture as 
compared to 1.13 for the reported reference TCP powder. This CaPO2
+
 signal enhancement is not 
due to adduct ions (we already confirmed by mixing COX with struvite, discussed above) but can 
be attributed the enhancement to the relative increase in the doubly charged calcium Ca
+2
 
compared to that of singly charged Ca
+




 abundance of 0.23% which is 
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6.29 time higher than the reported value of 0.04%, resulting an increase in the molecular ion 
peaks, in this case the intensity of CaPO2
+





Table 7.3: Relative peak intensities of calcium phosphates (TCP and HAP) and their compositional 






















STRU1 2.00 TCP 0.20 3.76 10.41 5.47 
STRU2b 1.07 HAP 5.69 42.98 265.22 1.50 
STRU3W 1.96 TCP 1.05 4.42 8.032 6.05 
STRU3B 1.29 HAP 3.17 7.36 5.44 4.26 
STRU4 1.00 HAP 14.25 33.14 19.14 1.25 
STRU5 1.04 HAP 23.76 25.16 6.25 1.51 
STRU6 1.39 HAP 14.92 51.26 122.69 1.43 
STRU7 1.15 HAP 38.86 76.64 2.17 1.04 
STRU8 2.25 TCP 0.21 11.93 27.18 5.70 
STRU9 1.10 HAP 3.71 11.42 8.90 3.24 
STRU10 1.40 HAP 6.95 45.30 53.55 3.61 
STRU11 1.05 HAP 84.89 6.66 1.53 1.19 
STRU12 1.22 HAP 31.21 24.56 4.56 1.39 
STRU13 -- -- N/A 3.03 35.96 5.17 
TCP 7.3% 2.01 TCP 7.32 0.85 0.83 2.60 
HAP 33% 1.25 HAP 32.32 0.67 0.28 0.89 
Note: the values given in the table are based on the calculations from single spectrum data of each sample 
acquired with similar experimental conditions. 
 





 (0.70) for the reference chemical because of the matrix effect. The average value of 
Ca
+2
/Ca+ (0.36%) observed for the stones characterized as HAP mixture (STRU2b, STRU3B, 
STRU4-STRU7, STRU9-STRU12) is 4.34 times higher than that of reference HAP of 0.083% 
reported in Ghumman et.al. [29]. For these samples, we also decreased the Ga
+
 pre-sputtering 
dosage to  ½ of the dose we generally used in our previous study, this decrease improved the 
molecular ion yield and hence to differentiate very close stoichiometric calcium phosphates with 
PO4/Ca of 0.6 and 0.67 corresponding to HAP and TCP respectively. These two calcium 




, if TCP is 
relatively more pre-sputtered, resulting decrease in the PO4/Ca close to 0.6 which corresponds to 
of HAP due to higher preferential sputtering rate of phosphorous as compared to calcium.  
The 12 stones (STRU1-STRU13 excluding STRU10 dog stone) out of total 36 stones lie 
in the category of calcium phosphates and struvite with occurrence frequency of 33% (sample 
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collection was not random). The phase identification of calcium phosphates were carried out by 
the method proposed above. We found TCP component in 3 stones (occurrence frequency of 
25%) and HAP in 10 stones (75%) including one stone (STRU3) in which both components were 
identified as given in the Table 7.3. We also found struvite with sodium urate, potassium urate 
and ammonium urate resulting total struvite component occurrence frequency of ca. 35%. 
If we look at the stone (STRU3) shown in Figure 7.7, dissimilarity is obvious in the two 
parts (white and brown). This is point of scientific curiosity ―the amount of calcium phosphate 
present in the two parts. Does the brown part contain HAP as major component? Answer is no as 
we see in the Table 7.3 it is only 3.17% relative to 96.83% of struvite. Although, SIMS is not 
truly quantitative but we answered the above question, as well as deduced some important 




 with HAP and struvite 
components respectively. 
7.6 Relative sensitivity factor and quantification of calcium 
phosphate in struvite 
It is well known that quantification in SIMS cannot be performed directly from the signal 
intensities of the ions of interest. The same concentration of different elements present in a sample 
may not give similar signals but differing in order of magnitude [36], depending on the nature of 
elements to be analyzed (ion yield), the chemical composition of the matrix (matrix effects), the 
nature of primary ions, and instrumental parameters (current density, pre-sputtering, transmission 
of mass spectrometer, detector efficiency, etc). Such quantification problems are usually 
overcome using by measuring the relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) of the elements in similar 
matrix. This is defined [134] by 
RSFA/B = (IA/IB) / (CA/CB)     (7.1) 
Where ´I´ is the experimental secondary ion intensity, C is the atomic concentration of 
element A and that of B present in the sample. 
As a matter of subject, we are interested in the measurement of RSF for Ca relative to 
Mg; these are the two principal elements of calcium phosphate and struvite, respectively. Mass 
spectra were obtained for the binary mixture of the reference chemicals of struvite with cacium 
oxalate, monetite (CaHPO4), TCP (Ca3(PO4)2) and HAP.  The relative atomic concentrations of 
CCa/CMg in these mixtures were 1.679, 0.601, 1.804, 0.237, 2.373, and 2.442 as shown in Table 




) for these 6 reference matrixes using CCa/CMg values in eq. (7.1) 




, values are given in the 
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Table 7.4. We observed surprising big change in the RSF value (9.52±11.57, mean ± standard 
deviation) for CaHPO4 (monetite) mixtures at two different concentrations while for TCP mixture 




 is independent of the relative concentration which is 
obvious from the low standard deviation value, similar low standard deviation is expected for 
HAP because of close resemblance with TCP. 




 relative to Mg+ for produced mixtures of 
known composition. 









Struvite and COX (50, 50%) 1.679 0.00825 6.939 
Struvite and monetite (25, 50%) 0.601 0.01170 1.336 
Struvite and monetite (50, 50%) 1.804 0.07406 17.709 
Struvite and TCP(90, 10%) 0.237 0.02526 10.843 
Struvite and TCP (50, 50%) 2.373 0.04536 10.707 
Struvite and HAP (50%, 50%) 2.442 0.01171 4.316 
Ca3(PO4)2  37.79 0.00697 1.596 
Ca(H2PO4)2.H2O 45.83 0.01807 1.014 
 





 (0.87%) resulting maximum molecular ions with other electronegative species 
present in mixture suppressing the sensitivity of elemental calcium ion signal. We confirmed this 










 for the two 
compositions, the calculated total abundance of these peaks relative to elemental Ca
+
 intensity are 
9.8% (0.601, Ca/Mg) and 3.4% (1.804, Ca/Mg). 
In addition to above 6 struvite mixtures we also considered reference calcium phosphates 
with known Mg impurities in TCP (Ca3(PO4)2,  PRC) and calcium di-hydrogen phosphate 




) of 1.596 and 1.014 respectively. Again here 
we can attribute low RSF value of 1.014 for calcium dihydrogen phosphate compared to 1.596 for 










 relative to Mg
+
 in calcium phosphate and struvite mixture as well as in reference calcium 
phosphates with known impurity concentrations of magnesium. 
As in our study we clearly identified the phase of calcium phosphate as TCP and HAP, so 
we used the RSF value of 10.77 measured for two ´ TCP/struvite mixtures´ for quantification of 
TCP and 4.316 for HAP in the real samples using the following rearranged equation (7.2) in 
combination with eq. (7.3) as follows 
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    (7.2) 





‘ are the experimental secondary ion intensities of calcium and 
magnesium, and ‗CCa‘ and ‗CMg‘ are the atomic concentrations of calcium and magnesium. The 
atomic concentrations were then converted to % assay composition by dividing the calcium 
atomic composition by 3 for TCP and with 5 for HAP. We obtained these compositions from 
0.20% to 20.19% for the two phosphates as shown in Table 7.3. 
The measured compositions of calcium phosphate especially for HAP in different stones 
strongly correlate with the peak ratios of PO+/POH+ shown in Table 7.3. This ratio decreases as 
the amount of calcium phosphate (HAP) increases and vice versa in struvite as shown in Figure 
7.10, reference struvite gives maximum ratio for these peaks. We proposed the decrease in the 
ratio for HAP because of polar interactions between OH
-
 and phosphate (P
+5
), giving the ion 
signal of POH
+
 more intense compared to TCP, hence resulting decrease is observed. On the other 
hand TCP do not contains hydroxyl (OH) group, so theoretically POH
+
 is not expected, although 
experimentally these ions were observed due to water/hydrogen adsorbed contaminations and 




 for TCP in struvite observed as shown in Figure 7.10 for 
three stone samples.  These ratios are within the standard error bar observed for the reference 





struvite compared to calcium phosphates gives week water/phosphate binding energy, hence easy 
outgassing of water at higher rate which we observed for struvite samples when transferred in 
UHV chamber. 
 




 as function of calcium phosphate in struvite stones and that of 
reference struvite. 
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7.7 Sodium and potassium association with calcium phosphate 
and struvite components 
In the urinary stone analysis the alkali metal like sodium and potassium are not addressed 
with most of the analysis techniques especially in association with calcium phosphate and struvite 
stones. Presence of these elements might give (relate) the physiological conditions under which 
stones are developed. In our study [29], we found up to 20% sodium contents in association with 
HAP as minor component in calcium oxalates stones while potassium was less than 4.5% of 
principal calcium ion (Ca
+
) signal. Here in struvite stones we observed these contents up to 76.6% 
and 265.2 %, respectively as shown in Figure 7.11, calculations are based on eq. (7.4). 
 
Figure 7.11. The relative abundance found for Na
+
 (left) and K
+
(right) in real stones at respective 
concentrations of calcium phosphate and struvite components.  




)     (7.4) 
Where ´i´ and ´I´ are the resulting % abundance and the experimental secondary ion 




 in respective measurement. These intensities are 
plotted against the relative concentration of calcium and struvite components for the real stones 
(STRU1-STRU12) as shown in Figure 7.11. We observed increasing trend for Na
+
 with 
increasing amount of calcium phosphate and vice versa for struvite component. While, for 
potassium we observed decrease in the K
+
 with increasing amount of calcium phosphate and vice 
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versa for struvite component. From these results we concluded that sodium incorporation in the 
stones is mainly with calcium phosphates especially HAP, and potassium with struvite 
components.  
These are the general findings from the statistical data. Now, question arises, do we 
observe this association within a single stone? Answer is yes, we observed this effect in single 
stone by using micro-analysis in TOF-SIMS imaging mode.   
The TOF-SIMS imaging analysis was carried out on a sample from the brown part of the 









identification of the stone has already discussed. Using the RSF (Ca+/Mg
+
), quantification of 
these elements was achieved for each pixel. The image shown in Figure 7.12 is spatial atomic 
(relative %) distribution of calcium and magnesium calculated at each pixel from an area of 
750×750 µm2 (128×128). The maximum calcium concentration of 55% (19.64% HAP) was 
observed. However, such high concentrations were observed only at few pixels, for majority of 
points this value was less than 7.5 % (ca. 1.5% HAP).  
(a)   (b)  (c)  (d)  
Figure 7.12. Calcium spatial distribution (a), magnesium distribution (b), Na+(%) distribution (c), and 
K+(%) distribution (d). 




 calculated using eq. (7.4) is also shown in Figure 7.12(c 
and d). As we predicted statistically the association of Na
+
 with HAP and K
+
 with struvite is 
obvious from these images. These relative abundances were plotted against the relative calcium, 
we confirmed similar increasing trend of Na
+
 with increasing amount of calcium (Figure 7.13a), 
as that for statistically large number of stones (STRU1-STRU12) shown in Figure 7.11a. We also 
confirmed the decreasing amount of K
+
 incorporation with increasing calcium concentration 
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Figure 7.13: Relative intensities of % Na
+
 (a), and % K
+
 (b) observed at respective calcium concentration 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
A detailed experimental study on organic and inorganic calculi, especially human urinary 
stones was carried out using a TOF-SIMS VG Ionex IX23L upgraded by our surface science 
group (CeFITec, UNL). The goal was to examine the applicability of TOF-SIMS with our newly 
developed data acquisition and control system for systematic research. 
Urinary calculi formation is a common illness distinguished by insoluble stones 
developing in the urinary tract. These stones are composed of many different compounds (e.g. 
uric acid, sodium/potassium urates, cystine, arginine, calcium oxalates, calcium phosphates, 
struvite) and are structurally distinct, but there is one common property among them that is the 
insolubility of the compound. Analysis of these stones is very significant because by knowing the 
true composition of calculus, a physician can effectively advise a patient to take preventive 
measures so that future similar occurrences can be avoided. 
In the present study we analyzed 38 stones (36 stones from human including one 
gallstone and 2 stones from dog); the chemical compositions of 35 human urinary stones as major 
and minor components are listed in Table 1. The representative positive ion mass spectra of 5 
main classes (uric acid (17%), cystine (2.8%), calcium oxalate (25.7%), hydroxyapatite (14.3%), 
and struvite (34.3%)) of urinary stones are shown in Figure 8.1. It should be noted that samples 
were not randomly selected. 
This work clearly demonstrates the capability of TOF-SIMS to identify chemical 
composition of real urinary stones. The technique confidently indicates the presence of organic 
compounds in pure/mixed samples; for uric acid (mw 168), cystine (mw 240) and arginine (mw 
174) all containing amino (-NH2) group give deprotonated [M-H]
-
 and protonated molecules 
[M+H]
+
 of the respective component [26, 28] which are widely separated in a mass spectrum 
according to their molecular masses as shown in Figure 8.1. The presence of these components in 
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admixed stones with struvite or other organic component (e.g. presence of glycerol in uric acid 
stones) do not hamper on their identifications which is well known in FTIR analysis. These 
organic components are also readily identified in calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate stones in 
S-SIMS mode. 
Using TOF-SIMS, we have identified cholesterol (containing OH group) gallstone 
through molecular ion peaks of [M-OH]
+
 (cf. 2.1.3.7) representing its molecular structure. The 
present study also demonstrates the ability to distinguish cysteine from cystine, which is a 
common amino acid composed of two molecules of cysteine in oxidized form, although elemental 
composition of both are the same [28]. 
Sodium/potassium urates are readily identified from the uric acid by the presence of 
intense signals sodiated and potasiated uric acid molecules compared to protonated uric acid 
molecules [26, 27]. In the urate stones of an individual, incorporation of a vitamin B6 metabolite 
was also identified [27], demonstrating that TOF-SIMS in static mode is a reliable technique for 
the multi-component analysis of urinary stones with unknown components.    
The calcium oxalate stones which are considered to be the most frequent urinary stones 
are successfully identified with state-of-art SIMS by the presence of elemental calcium ion peak 
(Ca
+
), and the ion peak representative of water attachment with calcium in crystal structure  at m/z 
57 (CaOH
+
). In one of the urinary stone we identified the presence of calcium formate, 
Ca(HCO2)2, which is used in the food industry as a food additive, denoted by E238. To the best 
of our knowledge this calcium oxalate phase has not been previously reported as being present in 
urinary calculus. We clearly identified Ca(HCO2)2  by the detection of protonated calcium 
formate in the positive secondary ion spectrum [27]. 
In our study we found calcium oxalate stones admixed with uric acid. We clearly 
identified the location of uric acid and calcium oxalate components in the binary stones of two 
individuals (cf. 5.1.2). These stones were developed as core and shell in one and vice versa in 
other, the layered growth might be representative of the change in the physiological condition 
occurred during the stone development. Uric acid was observed only in trace amount for the rest 
of calcium oxalate stones identified in the present study. 
Calcium oxalate stones accounting for only 25.7% of total 35 stones as major component are 
often admixed with calcium phosphates; most of the ion peaks without phosphate component are 






). It might be 
interesting to state that in limited number of SIMS studies on calcium phosphates [32, 33, 35] 
authors had identified calcium phosphates only by these mentioned ions.   In our extensive
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Figure 8.1a. The mass spectra of uric acid, 
uric acid containing glycerol, and cystine 
stones (top to bottom in respective order). 
Figure 8.1b. The mass spectra of calcium 
oxalate, hydroxyapatite (containing 15% 
struvite), and struvite stones (from bottom to top 
in respective order) 
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experimental study we revealed that under pre-sputtering one can stimulate other ion species 
containing calcium and phosphate components (e.g. CaPO2
+
) present in the stoichiometric 
formulae which were used for the phase identification of calcium phosphates, to recognize the 
presence of calcium oxalate (fortunately no/negligible adduct CaPO2
+
 were observed ) and for 
their quantifications [29].     
Using our mentioned experimental findings, reliable phase identification of four 
biologically important calcium phosphates (Table 3.1 and cf. 6.2) was achieved in the positive 








 by taking into 
account the major stoichiometric elements both electropositive and electronegative. The standard 
deviation of ca. 3.74 and 9.88 for the two ratios in our study is much better than the SD of ca. 0.8 
achieved by Lu et al. [35] for the four biological important calcium phosphates. In natural urinary 
stones, pure calcium oxalate was distinguished from calcium phosphates with confidence via the 
presence of its characteristic ion peaks and, at the same time, with low-intense phosphate 




 etc.). We also quantified the calcium phosphate as low as 3% 
in real human stones containing calcium oxalate as major or minor component. In these admixed 
calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate stones we found association of Na
+





 were negligibly small.  
Struvite (NH4MgPO4.6H2O) stones, also known as infection stones due to their 
association with urea-splitting bacteria were confidently identified by the presence of its major 














. We also observed uric 
acid by it protonated molecules, sodium/potassium urates by alkalized uric acid ions (cf. 7.3 ). 
The presence of apatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH,CO3)) and tri-calcium phosphate Ca3(PO4)2 were 




 in admixed struvite stones. It might be interesting 
to mention that we did not identified calcium oxalate and brushite in admixed struvite stone, 
furthermore, the SIMS has capability of identifying these components. The revelation of phase 
identification of calcium phosphates in admixed struvite is greatly discussed in chapter 7 (cf. 7.5).  
In present study, these stones have highest occurrence frequency of 34.3% as major component.  
In struvite admixed stones the association of Na
+
 with the presence of hydroxyapatite and 
K
+
 with struvite component was revealed in statistically large number of stones as well as in 
micro analysis of single stone using TOF-SIMS imaging mode (shown in Figures 7.11-7.13). 
Trace elements related to the medical history of patients were also identified with TOF-
SIMS. For instance, the presence of iodine due to iodine staining was revealed in STRU2a (cf. 
7.3); sodium/potassium urates admixed struvite stone.        
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Table 8.1. human urinary stones identified as major and minor components 
Sr# Sample Major  Minor (%) 
1. UA1 uric acid glycerol 
2. UA2 uric acid glycerol 
3. UA3 uric acid glycerol 
4. UA4 uric acid glycerol 
5. UA5 uric acid glycerol 
6. UA6 uric acid glycerol 
7. Urate1 sodium urate potassium urate 
8. S1 calcium oxalate brushite(7.43) 
9. S2 calcium oxalate hydroxyapatite (4.71) 
10. S3 calcium oxalate hydroxyapatite (21.28) 
11. S4 calcium oxalate hydroxyapatite (25.39) 
12. S5 calcium oxalate brushite (13.53) 
13. S6 calcium oxalate brushite (9.26) 
14. S7 calcium oxalate brushite (2.99) 
15. S8 calcium oxalate brushite (8.07) 
16. S9 calcium oxalate hydroxyapatite (22.83) 
17. S10 brushite -- 
18. S11 hydroxyapatite struvite (15.11) 
19. S12 hydroxyapatite calcium oxalate (47.31) 
20. S13 hydroxyapatite calcium oxalate (33.85) 
21. S14 hydroxyapatite calcium oxalate (35.85) 
22. S15 hydroxyapatite calcium oxalate (7.50) 
23. STRU1 struvite  
24. STRU2b struvite (Na, K) Urates  
25. STRU3B struvite  
26. STRU4 struvite  
27. STRU5 struvite  
28. STRU6 Struvite (core) K-urate (shell) 
29. STRU7 struvite  
30. STRU8 struvite  
31. STRU9 struvite  
32. STRU11 struvite  
33. STRU12 struvite  
34. STRU13 struvite  
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The present study shows that TOF-SIMS is equally employed for all kind of stones, 
including cholesterol gallstones. Using TOF-SIMS, we have clearly identified organic calculi 
through their molecular ion peaks representing the molecular structures of these components. This 
study also demonstrates the ability to distinguish cysteine from cystine, which is a common amino 
acid composed of two molecules of cysteine in oxidized form, although elemental composition of 
both are the same. 
The inorganic urinary stones were identified by their elemental and polyatomic ion peaks. 
We clearly quantified the calcium phosphates in admixed stones with calcium oxalate and struvite 
along with their phase identifications that might be of a great interest for medical, the bio-implant 
research communities (phase identification of calcium phosphates) and geological research 
community (struvite and calcium phosphates). 
Moreover, the upgraded TOF-SIMS VG Ionex IX23LS has proved to be reliable and 
adequate for future use in routine and research analyses. The limitation of the previous (original) 
control and data acquisition system has been overcome resulting in a user-friendly and still 
powerful SIMS facility. The invention of new tip wetting methodology for the primary ion gun 
will also lowers dependency on service support (we could not found) which we greatly felt for 
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9. Appendix A 
9.1 The constructive-SIMS analysis of reference glycerol 
The sample of reference glycerol was prepared on Al foil by rasping the two foils face to face and 
then dropping and spreading the drop of liquid glycerol on the foil with fine scratches. Sample 
was analyzed with gallium ion beam by digital raster scanning over an area of ca. 750 µm × 750 
µm (128 × 128 pixels). To produce C-SIMS spectrum as shown in Figure 9.1, two mass spectra 
were collected from the same raster area as proposed by the author in constructive SIMS (cf. 
2.2.3). The two mass spectra are shown in Figure 9.2 and 9.3. Constructive factor Fx was obtained 
by dividing intensity of each peak of the first spectrum with the respective peak of second 
spectrum. The intensity of C-SIMS mass spectrum was generated by using the following 
constructive intensity equation (9.1). 
Intensity = Iexp×Fx      (9.1) 
As we clearly see the enhancement in the molecular ion peak of [M-OH]
+
 at m/z 75 as well as 









. The intensity of protonated glycerol 
[M+H]
+
 and its cluster ion [3M-3H]
+
 are weak. It might be interesting to remind again that in 







 [28] with relatively good intensities compared to the intensity of [M+H]
+
 
shown here in positive mode.    
 
Figure 9.1. The constructive SIMS (C-SIMS) spectrum generated by multiplying the intensity of each peak 
in the mass spectrum shown in Figure 9.2 with respective constructive factor Fx.  





, respectively.   
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Figure 9.2. TOF-SIMS spectrum from glycerol sample acquired using Ga
+
 as primary ions with impact 
energy of 9 keV and data acquisition time of 5 minutes. 
 
Figure 9.3. Follow-up TOF-SIMS spectrum from glycerol sample acquired using Ga
+
 as primary ions with 
impact energy of 9 keV and data acquisition time of 5 minutes. 
 
 
Figure 9.4. Ratio of positive ion intensities from spectra shown above acquired form glycerol on Al 
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10. Appendix B 
10.1 The TOF-SIMS analysis of synthetic Ca(H2PO4)2.H2O 
The sample of synthetic calcium dihydrogen phosphate Ca(H2PO4)2.H2O was prepared by 
pressing the sprinkled powder on indium foil. Sample was analyzed with gallium ion beam by 
digital raster scanning over an area of ca. 750 µm × 750 µm (128 × 128 pixels). The TOF-SIMS 
mass spectra were collected from the sample without pre-sputtering (Figure 1a) and after short 
pre-sputtering (Figure 10.1b). We clearly see the ion peaks of organic contaminants in the mass 
spectrum without pre-sputtering, which could be problem in the phase identification of calcium 







, respectively [135] which might be due to ammonium nitrate 
present as contamination, we did not observed this series of ion peaks in other reference calcium 
phosphates.  
The spectrum after pre-sputtering is mainly representative of calcium phosphate stoichiometric 
elemental and polyatomic ion peaks. The relative intensities of these peaks are used for the phase 
identification of these biological important calcium phosphates [29].  We achieved the greatest 













































































































Figure 10.1. Positive ions TOF-SIMS spectra of synthetic Ca(H2PO4)2.H2O (a) without any pre-sputtering 
and (b) after sputtering with Ga
+
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 respectively, which 
is clearly evident in a representative mass spectrum shown in Figure 10.1b. It might also be 




 (1.75 %) is also highest for this phase compared other three 
phases of calcium phosphates discussed in chapter 6 (cf. 6.2.1), the intensity of Ca
+2





 peaks. On the other hand these peaks are the second and third most intense 
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